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1. INTRODUCTION.1 This paper presents the results of a sociolinguistic survey conduct-
ed between September 9-18, 2007, in the Roshan area in Afghanistan. The research was 
conducted under the auspices of the International Assistance Mission, a Non-Government 
Organization working exclusively in Afghanistan. The goal of the sociolinguistic survey 
was to determine whether the Roshani people would benefit from a language development 
project, opening the possibility for literature development and primary school education in 
the vernacular. The researchers aimed to find out whether the national language, Dari, or 
the closely related speech variety, Shughni (with a language development project presently 
in progress), would be adequate to be used in literature and primary school education.

The research team administered sociolinguistic questionnaires and village elder ques-
tionnaires, elicited word lists, tested intelligibility of the Shughni speech variety, and ob-
served and asked about bilingualism with Dari. In this way they aimed to determine the 
domains of language use, attitude towards the different varieties and languages, bilingual-
ism with Dari, and intelligibility of Shughni.

The results support the original hypothesis that bilingualism with Dari among women 
is very low. Among men it is a little higher. The inherent intelligibility with Shughni is 
high. One reason seems to be that most Roshani are regularly exposed to the Shughni 
speech variety. 

1 Thank you to the following people from Shelter Now International who helped to gather linguistic data during 
a visit to Roshan: Ursula Bernet, Matty and Jonathan Thurley.
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This paper presents the results of a sociolinguistic assessment conducted in Septem-
ber 2007 in the Roshan area in Afghanistan, where the vernacular Roshani is spoken  
(ISO: sgh, for Shughni). The goal of the assessment was to determine whether the Roshani 
people will benefit from a language development project, opening the possibility for lit-
erature development and primary school education in the vernacular. The objectives were 
to assess whether the national language Dari (ISO: prs, for Persian) or the closely related 
speech variety Shughni would be adequate to be used in literature and primary school 
education. This was achieved by administering sociolinguistic questionnaires and village 
elder questionnaires, eliciting word lists, testing intelligibility of the Shughni speech va-
riety, and observing and asking about bilingualism with Dari. In this way the domains of 
language use, attitude towards Roshani, Shughni and Dari, and bilingualism with Dari, 
and intelligibility of Shughni were determined. This paper aims to show that due to low 
bilingualism with Dari, Dari literature cannot serve the Roshani speech community ad-
equately. Because of high intelligibility with Shughni and a neutral attitude, it will be rec-
ommendable that Shughni reading material will be tested in Roshan as soon as it is ready.
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The investigation of the domains of language indicates that Roshani is exclusively 
used at home and in the village communities, as long as no Dari or Shughni speaker is 
present. Shughni and Dari are used with guests coming from the Northern and Southern 
villages, and men use Shughni when going to the bazaar in Shughnan. The Roshani speak 
Dari with government officials, and Dari is the language of instruction in school; this is the 
only domain that exposes girls and young women to Dari. 

People displayed a positive attitude towards Dari and are somewhat indifferent to-
wards Shughni. In general, it is considered to be beneficial to know as many languages as 
possible. 

Due to low bilingualism with Dari, literature in this language cannot serve the Roshani 
speech community adequately. Because of high intelligibility with Shughni and a neutral 
attitude it is recommended that Shughni reading material be tested in Roshan as soon as it 
is ready. 

2. COUNTRY BACKGROUND INFORMATION.
2.1. HISTORY. Afghanistan has been a country of great interest for many centuries, mainly 
because of its central position in Asia. Marco Polo probably travelled on the Silk Road 
through Afghanistan (that is, through Badakhshan and the Wakhan corridor) to China. Dur-
ing the period of the ‘Great Game’2 (mainly 19th century) the Russians and the English 
fought fiercely over what is now the country of Afghanistan. In recent history Afghani-
stan was occupied by Russia (1977) until they were defeated by the Mujaheddin and the 
Taliban began to rule the country (1995). In 2001, the Northern Alliance, supported by the 
North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO), the military defence treaty of the European 
and North American states, overthrew the Taliban. Although presently a Parliament and a 
President rule Afghanistan, people still live with the consequences of war and destruction; 
many are poor and needy. Many people also fear the Taliban coming back into power.

During the time of the Russians and during the time of the Taliban, language develop-
ment was not promoted in Afghanistan; minority languages were not considered. The Tali-
ban did not view education in general or particularly literacy to be desired; most Taliban 
themselves were illiterate.

Since the Taliban government was overthrown, International Non-Government-Orga-
nizations (INGOs), the United Nations Organisation (UNO), and the governments of other 
countries have shown great interest in Afghanistan. This includes the initiation of humani-
tarian programs and application of considerable financial resources. Humanitarian efforts 
are currently concentrating in Kabul, as well as other major cities and rural areas near 
major cities. Few resources have been applied to rural and mountainous areas. In fact, very 

2 The Great Game is a British term for what was seen by the British to be a strategic rivalry and con-
flict between the British Empire and the Russian Empire for supremacy in Central Asia. The classic 
Great Game period is generally regarded as running approximately from the Russo-Persian Treaty 
of 1813 to the Anglo-Russian Convention of 1907. Following the Bolshevik Revolution of 1917 a 
second, less intensive phase followed. The term ‘The Great Game’ is usually attributed to Arthur 
Conolly, an intelligence officer of the British East India Company’s Sixth Bengal Light Cavalry. It 
was introduced into mainstream consciousness by British novelist Rudyard Kipling in his 1901 novel 
Kim (Walberg 2011, Hopkirk 1992).
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little is known about some of the areas. This is especially true in the field of linguistics. The 
Russians, however, did carry out linguistic research concerning the Pamir languages (see 
§1.1), but a lot of it has not been published and is not available in the West.

2.2. GEOGRAPHY. Afghanistan is a landlocked country, occupying a central position in 
Asia. It borders Iran to the West; Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan and Tajikistan (in this order 
from West to East) to the North; Pakistan to the East and South; and has a very short com-
mon border with China in the Far East. Map 1 shows the borders of the country of Afghani-
stan with its 34 provinces.

map 1: Provinces of Afghanistan (Geology.com 2008)

2.3. LINGUISTIC SITUATION. The national languages of Afghanistan are Dari and Pash-
to. Both are Indo-European languages, Dari belonging to the West Iranian languages and 
Pashto to the East Iranian languages. The Ethnologue (Lewis et al. 2013) lists 46 lan-
guages for Afghanistan. Many of the languages are spoken in neighbouring countries as 
well: ethno-linguistic groups spread are over country borders, which have been drawn 
without taking into account the boundaries of the ethnic minority communities. Accord-
ing to the new constitution of Afghanistan3 (in place since 2005), Chapter 1, Article 16, 
the government supports the development and strengthening of minority languages): “The 

3 Constitution of Afghanistan. http://www.afghan-web.com/politics/current_constitution.html. (17 April, 2012)
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Turkic languages, Baluchi, Pashai, Nuristani and Pamiri  are – in addition to Pashto and 
Dari – the third official language in areas where the majority speaks them. […] The state 
adopts and implements effective plans for strengthening, and developing all languages of 
Afghanistan.” Pamiri is mentioned as one of them4. Little research has been conducted so 
far about the minority languages of Afghanistan and hardly any information is obtainable 
about most of them. 

3. LANGUAGE, GEOGRAPHY AND POPULATION OF ROSHAN.
3.1. LANGUAGE CLASSIFICATION. The Roshan speech variety is part of the Shughni-
Roshani cluster. Shughni-Roshani belongs to the Pamir language group, spoken in the 
Pamir Mountains in the countries of Afghanistan, Pakistan, Tajikistan and China. Accord-
ing to Kreutzmann, the following seven languages are part of the Pamir language group: 
Yaghnobi, Munji-Yidgha, Ishkashimi-Sanglechi, Wakhi, Shughni-Roshani-Bartangi, 
Yazgolami, Sariqoli (Kreutzmann 1996). Four of them are spoken in Afghanistan: Munji, 
Ishkashimi-Sanglechi, Wakhi and Shughni-Roshani. They are related, but there is no doubt 
that they represent separate languages. Abbess et al. (2005) state that the Shughni-Roshani 
cluster of Pamiri languages is made up of Roshani, Khufi, Bartangi, Roshorvi and Shughni. 
All of them are spoken in Tajikistan (Abbess et al. 2005). Only Shughni and Roshani are 
also spoken across the border in the Badakhshan province of Afghanistan. Considering the 
number of speakers and its prestige, Shughni is the dominant variety of the cluster. Ac-
cording to Abbess, there are different opinions whether the five members of the Shughni-
Roshani cluster should be considered as different varieties of one language or as different 
languages. She mentions Sokolova (1959) who holds the opinion that it is one language 
only and Mirzabdinova (1991) who defends the opposite view. They are definitely linguis-
tically similar, and one of the goals of this research was to find out whether Roshani and 
Shughni in Afghanistan should be treated as one language in terms of language develop-
ment and literature. According to the Ethnologue (Gordon 2005), the specifications for 
Shughni-Roshani are as follows:

• ISO Code: sgh
• Alternate names: Shugni, Shighni, Shughnani, Shugan, Khugni, Kushani,  
 Saighani, Ghorani Rushani, Rushan and Oroshani. 
• Dialects: Roshani, Shughni, Bartangi
• Classification: Indo-European, Indo-Iranian, Iranian, Eastern, Southeastern,  
 Pamir, Shughni-Roshani
• Roshani is a spoken language only. No written material exists in Roshani.

3.2 GEOGRAPHY. The Roshan area is located in the Northern part of the Shighnān district. 
This district is located in Northeast of Badakhshan province, which is the most North-
Eastern province of Afghanistan, with Faizabad being its provincial capital. The province 
borders Tajikistan, China, and Pakistan. Some of the ethnic groups living in Badakhshan 
overflow into these countries. The terrain consists mostly of mountain ranges and valleys 

4 In linguistic publications Pamiri is not considered as one language, rather the Pamir languages as a 
group of related languages; they are spoken in Badakhshan besides other languages (cf. §3.1).
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(altitude between 1000m and 6000m) the highest of which is the Wakhan corridor, includ-
ing part of the Pamir mountain range. Roshan consists of six villages, five of them located 
on the bank of the river Panj that forms the border to Tajikistan. To the South of the Roshan 
area are Shughni speakers; to the North live the Darwāzi people, who speak a variety of 
Dari. While in Roshan, we were told of a small Roshani population in a side valley of the 
Plain of Sheva called ‘Little Sheva’ (between Shighnān and Faizabad). We were informed 
that ‘Little Sheva’ has about five settlements with five to ten houses each. People had 
moved there a long time ago when they were in search of more land for their livestock. Ro-
shani is also spoken in Tajikistan, across the river Panj opposite Afghanistan. Map 2 shows 
the province of Badakhshan, the most North-Eastern province of the country. The Roshani 
speaking areas are indicated in yellow. Map 3 gives the Roshani speaking part of the River 
Panj valley. The Roshani villages are indicated.

map 2: Province of Badakhshan, with Roshani speaking areas.
(Afghanistan Information Management Service 2004)
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map 3: Area of Roshan (Defence Geographic Centre 2001)

The coordinates of the villages we visited are as follows:

Nawādak (Shughni) N: 37° 45’ 06” E: 071° 32’ 18’’ Altitude: 1985m
Rubāt-e Bālā N: 37° 50’ 18” E: 071° 34’ 59’’ Altitude: 1948m
Rubāt-e Pāyān N: 37° 52’ 33” E: 071° 35’ 36’’ Altitude: 1999m
Pājwar N: 37° 54’ 48” E: 071° 27’ 01’’ Altitude: 1966m
Jawed N: 37° 53’ 55” E: 071° 22’ 44’’ Altitude: 1993m
Chāsnud N: 37° 55’ 25” E: 071° 17’ 11’’ Altitude: 1941m

3.3 POPULATION. According to the information village elders gave during interviews, the 
number of houses in the villages of Roshan is as follows:

Rubāt: 32 houses
Pājwar: 120 houses
Jawed: 101 houses

Jārx: 23 houses
Shaixān: 49 houses

Chāsnud: 110 houses
TOTAL: 435 houses

The number of people living in a house varies. After asking about 50 members of 
the different communities we found a minimum of three and a maximum of 48 family 
members living together in a house. The average of all the numbers given is 15 people per 
household. That amounts to approximately 6,500 people living in the Roshan area. In Little 
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Sheva, according to the information provided, there are between 30 and 40 houses. If each 
house has 15 people, it means between 450 and 600 Roshani speakers live in Little Sheva. 
We therefore estimate that about 7,000 Roshani speakers live in Afghanistan.

In addition to these, there are about 18,000 speakers of the Roshani speech variety liv-
ing in twelve villages in Tajikistan (Abbess et al. 2005:189).

4. BACKGROUND INFORMATION CONCERNING THE ROSHAN AREA. This section 
gives background information concerning the people inhabiting the Roshan area, espe-
cially in regard to their living conditions. The following information is a result of back-
ground research conducted in Faizabad, and of research during the field trip, in particular 
interviews with village elders.

4.1. LIVELIHOOD AND ECONOMICS. The people of Roshan are self-supporting to a great 
extent; the economy is agro-pastoral. People grow wheat, barley, corn, and broad beans 
for their own supplies. They keep goats, sheep and cows for milk and a bit of meat, as 
well as oxen for the farming work. Few people own a donkey or a horse. An abundance of 
mulberry trees grow throughout the valley. People collect the mulberries in summer and 
dry them to provide a dietary supplement throughout the whole year. There are a number 
of other trees, like apple, apricot, peach, and walnut. Some families grow potatoes, onions, 
tomatoes and green vegetables in their garden, but this practice is rather rare. 

During the three summer months, between a third and a half of the women of each 
village take their cattle to summer pastures higher on the mountains because the narrow 
river valley does not provide enough pasture for their livestock. They take all their house-
hold necessities with them, and spend the entire summer there living in animal hide tents. 
Small children go with their mothers, while school children stay behind at home with other 
women of the extended family, usually the older women. 

The staple part of the diet in Roshan is dark wholemeal bread, mostly made from 
wheat. When people run out of wheat during the winter they use corn and barley. The other 
main component is milk tea, which is black tea with milk and salt added. Very common is 
homemade pasta, with the main ingredient being bean flour.

To supplement the basic diet, men regularly visit the market in Qala, the centre of 
the Shughnan district (see §4.6). Most families send a family member to Qala, ranging 
in frequency from an average of once a week to two times a year. People obtain rice, tea, 
sugar and oil there, as well as material for clothes, shoes or small ‘luxury items’ like ra-
dios, sewing machines etc. A few men travel as far as Faizabad to buy supplies for their 
families. People also buy supplies from the traders who come from Qala or other parts of 
Badakhshan to Roshan to sell their wares. These goods are expensive, about five to ten 
times the price in Faizabad. This is due to the lack of infrastructure, as well as the lack of 
competition. 

People make money by selling cattle, sometimes even their wheat. A few people have 
found employment as teachers in one of the schools or with the Aga Khan Development 
Network in order to earn a living. From every village a few young men go to other places 
to find work, mostly Faizabad or other cities in Badakhshan, sometimes Kabul or even 
Iran. The time spent there varies between a few months and a few years. They usually send 
money back regularly to support their family and their village. 
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4.2 ADMINISTRATIONAL STRUCTURE. A so-called Shorā, a village council, administers 
each village. The head of the Shorā is the village leader. He is responsible for all communal 
political affairs. The Shorā is elected through a secret election when every adult member 
of the village can give his/her vote. The Shorā consists of five to ten men. They decide 
among themselves who will be the head of the Shorā and who will be his deputy. Besides 
this council, a women’s Shorā exists which takes responsibility for the women’s affairs of 
the village. The whole village, men and women, also elects the members of the women’s 
Shorā. The members are elected for four years. Being a member or the head of the Shorā 
is an honorary position and does not involve a salary. 

Above the Shorā is the district governor of Shighnān, who resides in the town of Qala. 
He is not elected but appointed by the provincial government. Usually he comes from an-
other part of the country and is a native Dari speaker.

4.3. RELIGION. All Pamiri groups belong to the Ismaili branch of Shia Islam. They look 
to the Aga Khan as their spiritual leader who presently lives in Paris. Shortly after Mo-
hammad’s death, the division of Sunni and Shia took place due to their differing opinions 
about how Mohammad’s successor should be elected. The Sunnis held the view that the 
successor should be elected by a committee on the grounds of his ability—although being 
a blood relation to the Prophet would speak in his favour. However, for the Shias a close 
blood bond was the foremost criteria for all of Mohammad’s future successors. Shias did 
not have a real chance to overrule the Sunnis, but they themselves only recognized the 
fourth Imam elected by the Sunnites, which was Ali, Mohammad’s cousin and son-in-law, 
after Abu Bakr, Umar and Utman, which were the first three Imams elected by the Sunni 
(Schirrmacher 1994). 

Shia is further divided into Four-Shia (does not exist any more today), Seven-Shia 
(Ismaili) and Twelve-Shia, according to the number of Imams they acknowledge as true 
Imams. They also differ greatly in theological matters. The name ‘Ismaili’ is derived from 
Ishmael, the seventh and last Imam according to their view. 

The Ismaili put great importance on education, practical aid, and development work. 
Ismailis usually do not keep the fast during the month of Ramadan because, as they argue, 
a clean heart is more pleasing to God than outward fasting. They pray only twice a day, 
in the morning and in the evening. They do not practice the Hadj (pilgrimage to Mecca). 
Every village has a Khalifa (religious leader) and a Jumat Khāna (prayer house), where 
people gather to pray and where the Khalifa preaches a sermon on Friday, usually about the 
practices of life according to the Ismaili beliefs.

Life in the Roshan area and in other Ismaili communities is far less conservative com-
pared to other Muslim communities. Men and women share meals together, they shake 
hands, and they talk to each other even if they are not from the same family. There seems to 
be a relatively high respect for the role and the work of women in these communities. This 
might also be due to the rural setting in Roshan, where men and women have to work to-
gether in order to make ends meet. The religious affiliation to the Ismaili community forms 
a strong bond among the Roshani people group. Ismaili people do distinguish themselves 
as ‘Ismaili’ opposed to ‘Afghans’, meaning Sunni Muslims.
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4.4. EDUCATION. The Roshan area has four schools, in Rubāt, Pājwar, Shaixān and 
Chāsnud. The Aga Khan Development Network built the school buildings (see §4.8). 
Teachers receive their salary from the government. The schools in Rubāt and Shaixān of-
fer classes up to 9th grade. The schools in Pājwar and Chāsnud go up to 12th grade. The 
students from Jawed attend school in Pājwar, while the students from Jārx go to Chāsnud. 
The teachers are mainly native Roshani, with only a few Shughni. All lessons are officially 
taught in Dari. There is a school in Qala, the district capital of Shughnan, that offers 13th 
and 14th grade education, which is the qualification needed to become a teacher. Every 
year about five to ten students from each village continue their education there. Very few 
students proceed to study in one of the universities around the country. It is only possible 
for boys to go away from the Shighnān district for further education, still the great majority 
finishes at 12th grade. Girls can theoretically go to school until 12th grade, but in reality they 
often get married at the age of 12 to 14 and stop their school education then for the sake of 
housework and to raise children.

Almost every child attends school now, starting at the age of seven. Children go to 
school for nine months per year. In winter the schools are closed for three months through-
out the country due to the cold weather. The school is open for six days a week with Friday 
being a holiday. Children attend school from two to six hours per day, according to their 
grade. 

Schooling has only been available for about 10 years. The percentage of literate adults 
is therefore much lower than that of children, and the numbers given vary greatly. Accord-
ing to a rough estimate of the village leaders 20% of the woman may be literate and 50% 
of the men. Several women state that they had gone to school for some years (up to seven 
years) as a child, but were not literate as adults. They had never really acquired the skill of 
reading and writing. 

A religious teacher, provided by Aga Khan Development Network, is responsible for 
the religious education of the children in Pājwar. He visits the village regularly once a week 
and instructs the children in the beliefs and practices of Ismaili Islam.

4.5. ELECTRICITY AND WATER. In most villages the people themselves have set up one 
or two private hydropower installations. These projects usually produce power to supply 
two or three houses only with electricity for light bulbs. In Chāsnud, however, the villagers 
installed enough small projects for every house to have electricity for lights. One house-
hold even owns an electric oven and bakes bread there. 

Every village, except Rubāt Bālā, has springs very close by, and people get fresh clean 
water from the water canals that run from the springs through the village. An additional 
water supply is melted snow from the mountains. Besides this, the river Panj runs close to 
the villages, although the river water is not very clean.

4.6. INFRASTRUCTURE. An unpaved road leads from Faizabad, the provincial capital of 
Badakhshan, to the Shighnān district. It takes about eight hours from Faizabad (without 
breaks) to drive to the town of Qala, which is the district capital of Shighnān. The road 
continues for about three hours driving distance towards the North, to the last Shughni vil-
lage of Nawādak and ends there. From Nawādak, it is about five hours walking distance to 
Rubate Bālā, and another 1.5 hours via Rubate Mābain to Rubate Pāyān, the lowest part of 
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the same and largest Roshani village. From Rubate Pāyān, it is a six hour walk to Pājwar, 
and another two hours to Jawed. From there, a traveller needs three hours to get to Jārx, and 
two more hours to reach Chāsnud. From Jārx to Shaixān it takes about three hours. Locals 
report it’s a four days’ walk from the lowest village to the town of Qala.   

People from Darwāz frequently travel through the Roshan area to buy supplies in Qala. 
The normal mode of transportation is walking with a hired donkey carrying the goods, led 
by a donkey driver. Shughni traders frequently travel in the other direction to sell their 
wares in the Roshan and Darwāz villages. They also hire donkeys and donkey drivers to 
transport their goods. 

The Gesellschaft für Technische Zusammenarbeit (GTZ), a German development or-
ganization, is working on a motor road from Nawādak through the Roshan area to Chāsnud. 
Progress is slow so far, and there is no feasible deadline. 

4.7. MEDICAL SITUATION. The Aga Khan Health Services runs a small hospital in the 
town of Qala. Jawed has a clinic, staffed by a Roshani doctor. Once or twice a month this 
doctor visits the different villages, examines patients, and gives out medicine. If patients 
suffer from illnesses that cannot be treated in Shighnān, they are sometimes brought to a 
hospital in Faizabad or even Kabul.

Most common diseases according to people’s reports are cough, bronchitis, tuberculo-
sis, pneumonia, rheumatism, and aches and pains like headache, pack pain, body pain, and 
stomach complaints with diarrhoea. 

4.8. AID WORK. The Roshani people view road access to Qala (being built by GTZ, see 
§4.6) and beyond as their most urgent need at the present. They expect this to provide bet-
ter living conditions because it will improve their access to medical facilities and to the 
markets. 

The Aga Khan Development Network (AKDN), a group of Ismaili (see §4.3) devel-§4.3) devel-4.3) devel-
opment agencies under the auspices of the Aga Khan, provides most of the humanitarian 
help for the region. The Aga Khan Development Network has set up a tailoring course for 
women, and employs a tailoring teacher in Pājwar. During the time of the research, seven 
women attended the course; they came from the different Roshani villages. The full-time 
course runs for five months. The AKDN has also set up a micro finance project in Qala. 
They send their field officers to the Roshan villages and provide loans for Roshani people 
to start small businesses. The AKDN has its provincial administrational centre in Faizabad.

The medical facilities in Qala and Jawed are provided by Aga Khan Health Services 
(see §4.7), a part of the ADKN.

4.9. PREVIOUS RESEARCH REGARDING THE ROSHANI SPEECH VARIETY. There is 
little previous research on Roshani. In 1916 a short article by R. Gauthiot was published 
containing Bartangi and Roshani words. Prior to that, the Roshani were known in Europe 
only by name. So states the ‘The Circle of Ancient Iranian Studies’ on its website (2007), 
where they present a Roshani word list transcription using the English alphabet, and a 
translation into English. The first textual example—a fairy tale—appeared in a study by W. 
Lentz (1933:101–105). Adamec (1914:142) estimates the number of Roshani speakers to 
be 1500 on the Afghan side; D’jakov (1931:87) about 2000 to 3000 speakers. 
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In his article ‘Pamir Languages’ John Payne (1989:418, ff.) emphasizes that Shughni-
Roshani is part of the so-called ‘Pamir Sprachbund’. He holds the opinion that in spite 
of their diversity, they share sufficient common features. He gives the following five ex-
amples: 1. Vowel alternations show morphological distinctions like gender, tense and tran-
sitivity. 2. Three verb stems exist: present, past and perfect. 3. Verbal endings are used to 
show person and number in the present tense, but these agreement particles are movable in 
the past tense, mostly attached to the first major constituent in the sentence. 4. There is a 
three-way distinction of demonstrative pronouns between near, middle and far. 5. The basic 
word order patterns are subject-object-verb; adjectives and possessive modifiers precede 
the head, while prepositional phrases and relative clauses follow. 

Payne states that there is widespread bilingualism throughout the Pamir with Tajik/
Dari, which serve as the language of intercommunication between different Pamir nation-
alities. It is also the language of literature. He guesses that knowledge of Persian in the 
Pamir dates back at least to the 11th century. He writes that many also control a second 
Pamir language, mostly Shughni.

Payne proceeds to give phonological and grammatical features of the Pamir languag-
es. For some features he distinguishes between Shughni in Roshani, for some he includes 
Roshani in Shughni. According to the CAIS, Shughni influences on Roshani are almost 
non-existent and there are only a few Farsi expressions and grammatical structures found 
in Roshani.

All research mentioned was conducted in Tajikistan. Virtually no research has been 
conducted about Roshani in Afghanistan, and there is no linguistic work being carried out 
presently. 

5. RESEARCH GOALS.
5.1. ASSUMPTIONS. We made the following assumptions on the basis of an informal con-
versation with a Roshani man5 in Faizabad and with an expatriate researcher6 who had 
previously conducted a linguistic assessment trip to the Shighnān area in Afghanistan.

1. The Roshani have a strong ethnolinguistic identity, due to the isolation of the 
Roshan area.7 

2. There are widely varying levels of proficiency in Dari, the language of wider 
communication: The Roshani man said that everyone, including women, speaks 
Dari well. The researcher and other Dari-speaking expatriates who had visited 
the area reported that this was not even the case in Shighnān, which is more ac-
cessible than Roshan.

3. There is considerable linguistic similarity between the two speech varieties, 

5 Personal conversation with the Wakil (village representative) of Roshan (15 August, 2007).
6 Personal conversation with Katja Müller, Aug. 12th 2007
7 Although, the Atlas of the UNESCO World’s Languages in Danger classifies it as ‘definitely endan-
gered’ (Mosley 2010).
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Shughni and Roshani, and there is a high degree of intelligibility: The Roshani 
informant had told us that the Roshani can understand the Shughni well, but the 
Shughni cannot understand the Roshani.

5.2. RESEARCH QUESTION. Would the Roshani people benefit from language develop-
ment in their own speech variety and resulting primary school education in their vernacu-
lar, or can they be served adequately with primary school education and literacy programs 
in Dari or in the Shughni speech variety? 

5.2.1. RESEARCH OBJECTIVES.

1. Living Conditions: Obtain basic information about the people living in the 
Roshan area (location, population, living conditions, education, infrastructure 
etc.).

2. Vitality: Evaluate the vitality of the Roshani language variety and its long-
term perspectives on vitality, including the domains of language use.

3. Attitude: Find out the attitude the Roshani people hold towards their vernacu-
lar, towards Shughni and towards Dari.

4. Bilingualism: Gain information to what extent the different segments of the 
Roshani people group (men, women, older, younger) are proficient in Dari. 

5. Intelligibility: Test to what extent the Roshani variety is inherently intelligible 
with the Shughni variety.

6. METHODOLOGY. This section explains the methodology used for the research about 
the Roshan speech variety to gain viable information concerning the objective and the 
research questions.

6.1. SAMPLING. We chose three village clusters: The first cluster was Rubāt, the first Ro-
shani speaking village down the river coming from the Shughni area. Rubāt is six hours 
walking distance from the next Roshani village (but it is only two to three hours walking 
distance between the other villages). Therefore it might be isolated from the other Ro-
shani villages and influenced by Shughni more than the other villages. We combined the 
three parts of Rubāt—Rubāte Bālā (Upper Rubāt), Rubāte Mābain (Middle Rubāt) and 
Rubāte Pāyān (Lower Rubāt) —into one cluster. The second cluster was Pājwar and Jawed: 
Pājwar, the next village down the river, is considered the main village in Roshan; Jawed 
is very close to Pājwar and about in the middle of the area. The third cluster, a single vil-
lage, was Chāsnud, which is furthest down the river and therefore closest to Tangshew, an 
unresearched, supposedly Dari speaking area to the North. 

Even though we did not visit Shaixān, the people in the other villages assured us that 
there is no difference between the Roshani spoken in Shaixān, which is not located in the 
main valley, and the other villages. Still there is a minor uncertainty left whether there is 
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any difference in Shaixān concerning linguistic or sociolinguistic factors.
For a better overview Map 3 ‘Area of Roshan’ from §3.2 is repeated here, the names 

of the villages visited are underlined:

Map 3: Area of Roshan (Defence Geographic Centre 2001)

Table 1 shows the number of questionnaires that were completed in the different vil-
lages according to the strata of gender and age.

Place Rubāt Pājwar/Jawed Chāsnud Total
Gender Male Female Male Female Male Female
Age 16-

29
30+ 16-

29
30+ 16-

29
30+ 16-

29
30+ 16-

29
30+ 16-

29
30+

VEQ - 1 - - - 2 - - - 1 - - 4
SQ 2 3 1 4 1 3 2 3 2 3 3 2 29
PSQ 2 3 3 2 1 4 4 1 3 2 3 2 30
RTT 3 2 3 2 2 3 3 2 2 3 2 3 30
Total 7 9 7 8 4 12 9 6 7 9 8 7 93

tabLE 1: Sampling Table

In every village we administered one Village Elder Questionnaire (VEQ) to a knowl-
edgeable member of the community, a village elder or teacher. We used 10 Sociolinguistic 
Questionnaires (SQ), 10 Proficiency Storying Questionnaires (PSQ) and 10 Recorded Text 
Testings (RTT) in every village, respectively. The people interviewed were taken from dif-
ferent strata of gender and age: half men and half women, and from the age range of 16–19 
or 30 and over). The age division was made at 30 years because systematic and regular 
school education has only commenced fairly recently in the valley. Therefore the younger 
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generation under 30 years of age (or even less) has only had the chance to benefit on a 
greater scale from school education. This, besides general maturity, is the only factor that is 
likely to make a difference in the life of a younger or older person in the Roshan area. The 
perceived benefit section in the sociolinguistic questionnaire we only put before the men 
because it applies too rarely to women in their present living context. 

Upon arrival in each village, we asked people we met to lead us to a local leader. We 
completed the village elder interview and asked him to help us arrange interviews with the 
different strata of residents of the village. We additionally interviewed people we met while 
walking the streets of the villages. Often we were invited into houses where we could ques-
tion more people, especially women. 

The number of questionnaires completed, indicated in table 1, differs with the num-
ber of people interviewed. Some male respondents would answer up to two or even three 
questionnaires. Most women would complete only one questionnaire because of household 
duties and shorter concentration span.

The resulting sample was not random. Obtaining a random sample would not have 
been culturally appropriate. The fact that we were able to interview both men and women 
of different age groups helped to ensure that the information gathered was reasonably rep-
resentative of the entire community. Furthermore, no list of all the members of the com-
munities existed from which we could have extracted a random sample. 

Dari was used as the medium while interviewing the men. In most interviews with 
women we used a Shughni man as translator. He has been living and working as a teacher 
in the Roshan area for several years previously, therefore he knows the Roshani speech 
variety.

Interviews across genders were possible only when a female researcher was inter-
viewing a male respondent—the other way around would not have been acceptable in this 
culture. This is due to the greater latitude that is allowed foreign women as compared with 
their own women. It was acceptable for the translator to be involved in interviewing female 
respondents because the female researcher was perceived as the one asking the questions. 
Besides this, the translator was a man well known in the Roshan area.

6.2. VILLAGE ELDER QUESTIONNAIRE. In every village visited—Rubāt, Pājwar, Jawed 
and Chāsnud—we administered a village elder questionnaire to a knowledgeable member 
of the community, either a member of the Shorā or the headmaster of the school. The ques-
tionnaire included basic demographic questions, school data, marriage and travel patterns 
of the villagers, the living conditions in the village (nutrition, medical situation, water, 
electricity etc.), and help provided from the outside (Appendix B: Village Elder Question-
naire).

6.3. SOCIOLINGUISTIC QUESTIONNAIRE. Individual sociolinguistic questionnaires 
were administered to nine or ten people in each village or village cluster we visited. The 
questionnaire is geared towards gaining information about the domains in which different 
languages are used, the attitude towards them, and about the prospective vitality of Roshani 
in the future. 

The questions covered demographics; language use of Roshani, Shughni and Dari; 
different language domains of these languages; marriage and travel patterns; education; 
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and work connected to language in the individual’s family. We adapted the methodology of 
Karan & Stalder (2000), asking respondents to indicate how important they felt Roshani, 
Shughni and Dari were in four domains: ‘finding work’, ‘higher education’, ‘communica-
tion with other communities’, and ‘gaining respect in the home community’ (Appendix C: 
Sociolinguistic Questionnaire). 

6.4. PROFICIENCY STORYING QUESTIONNAIRE. In order to research the bilingual pro-
ficiency in Dari we used a Proficiency Storying Questionnaire. Interviewees were asked to 
answer questions and tell stories about their individual experience using Dari. The ques-
tionnaire inquired about real situations that occurred in the past when the respondents used, 
or tried to use Dari. Compared to a traditional ‘Self Evaluation Questionnaire’ this was a 
more appropriate way in this cultural setting: people are not used to thinking about hypo-
thetical situations, which they would be required to do in the ‘Self Evaluation Question-
naire’. It promised to be more successful to draw on people’s real experience. Furthermore, 
as guests in a culturally sensitive setting we felt it was not appropriate to carry out any 
formal testing. This method was also used for sociolinguistic assessment in Tajikistan and 
described by the Thiessen report (Thiessen 2005).

The Proficiency Storying Questionnaire consisted of a series of questions, each con-
cerning a situation that respondents are likely to have experienced in which they used Dari 
(like talking to a trader, talking to the doctor etc.). They were encouraged to tell about it and 
about any encountered difficulties. They estimated whether other people they know would 
have more or less difficulty handling the same situation. 

Each task is assigned a level of difficulty on the basis of the Interagency Language 
Roundtable (1985)8, from Level 1 (Elementary Proficiency) to Level 5 (Native or Bilingual 
Proficiency). The tasks are organized in increasing order of difficulty as the questionnaire 
progresses. Where respondents indicate they carried out all the tasks assigned to a particu-
lar level, and also to all questions at preceding levels, they are deemed to be proficient in 
Dari to that level. Indications that they cannot complete any task at a particular level are 
interpreted to mean that the respondents are not proficient in Dari at that level. The ques-
tions are divided according to the ILR levels as follows: 1/2, 2+/3, 3+/4, and 4+/5.

The questionnaire included the section ‘Childhood Language Use’ of the respondent 
to find out the nature of their first exposure to Dari and at which age he/she felt to be func-
tioning well in Dari. It also included the section ‘Community Proficiency’, which explores 
community proficiency in past, present and future; especially the respondents’ projection 
of what children’s proficiency will be like. In addition to that, the respondents were asked 
about their language contact with Dari, like travel patterns into Dari speaking areas, contact 
with Dari speaking guests, etc. (see Appendix D: Proficiency Storying Questionnaire). 

6.5. WORD LISTS. To determine the degree of lexical similarity between Shughni and Ro-
shani we first took a word list from Nawādak, which is the Shughni village where the motor 

8 The Interagency Language Roundtable (ILR) scale is a set of descriptions of abilities to com-
municate in a language. It was originally developed by the United States Foreign Service Institute, 
the predecessor of the National Foreign Affairs Training Center. Thus it is also often called Foreign 
Service Levels. See Appendix E for the description of the levels. 
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road ends. We took the Shughni word list in order to have a means of lexical comparison 
with the different Roshani villages. Then we took a wordlist from each Roshani village or 
village cluster we visited. We used a 274-item word list, composed of the Swadesh 200 
Wordlist (Swadesh 1955) and a list that was used earlier for Rapid Appraisals in Badakh-
shan (Miller 2006). We omitted several words—items we knew would be unknown in such 
a remote area. We asked for each verb (46 items) the form in the 3rd person singular past 
and non-past tense (see Appendix A: Word List Results). 

The elicited word lists were entered into the computer program WORDSURV (Wim-
bish 1998) for further analysis. The program performs a count of shared vocabulary be-
tween lists based on similarity groupings, classifying apparent cognates ‘based on their 
appearance’, not based on historical analysis.

6.6. RECORDED TEXT TESTING. We used Recorded Text Testing (RTT), originally de-
veloped by Casad (1974). We recorded a personal story (therefore the content is not pre-
dictable by the hearer) in the Shughni variety from a Shughni man who had lived in Faiz-
abad for a few months at the time the recording was made. He travels frequently back to 
Shighnān, where his family lives. The text was a combination of two short stories, one 
about the storyteller’s schooling, and the other about his wedding. One was played directly 
after the other.

In each village or village cluster we played the story to ten people. After every few 
seconds or about two sentences we stopped the recording and asked the test person to retell 
the story. When the person’s proficiency of Dari was high, he/she retold the story in Dari. 
If not, he/she retold the story in Roshani and another person translated it into Dari for our 
sake. We scored the retelling of the story with two points for correct/almost correct retell-
ing, with one point if about half was retold correctly and with zero points if the test person 
had reproduced nothing or almost nothing of the section in question. Half points were 
possible as well. We probed for missing information with appropriate questions, in case 
people had understood but did not remember to retell. We made notes of the items that were 
missing in spite of the probing to find out any inconsistencies within the story or to find the 
reason for any reoccurring mistakes. In that way we could come up with a percentage of 
each person’s reproduction of the story and of an average for all the test persons. 

From the information we gained in Faizabad we assumed that there would be a great 
amount of contact between the Shughni and the Roshani speaking villages and only few 
people with no or very little previous contact to Shughni speakers. Therefore we thought 
it would be hard to test for real inherent intelligibility between the two varieties. For that 
reason, the RTT result sheet also contains a section about the individual’s travel patterns to 
the Shighnān area and about other contacts with Shughni speakers.

See Appendix (see Appendix F: Stories for RTT (with Breaks) and Questionnaire) for 
the transcription and translation of the two stories, with indications of how it was broken 
up for the RTT and for the questionnaire that was included in each RTT.

6.7. OBSERVATION. Throughout the whole journey the researchers observed people inter-
acting with each other: interactions in the street, interactions of people working together, 
interactions in the house and—of course—interaction with us foreign researchers. As all 
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researchers possess a Dari proficiency level of at least 2+ they were able to follow most 
interactions that took place in Dari. 

Observation combined with the researchers own ability to speak Dari was an informal 
means of evaluating people’s proficiency in Dari. The surveyor who took the main respon-
sibility for the bilingual proficiency evaluation has herself a Dari proficiency of level 3. 
Therefore she was able to estimate through observation and conversation whether people’s 
proficiency in Dari was less than, roughly equal to, or higher than our own. When she real-
ized that the test person’s Dari was very weak, she only used the questionnaire as a means 
of starting a conversation but did not actually carry out the formal interview in order not to 
frustrate the respondent.

7. RESULTS. This section contains the results gained through the methodology described in 
the previous section, which are word lists, sociolinguistic and village elder questionnaires, 
proficiency storying questionnaires, recorded text testing, and observation. 

7.1. DOMAINS OF LANGUAGES. This section describes in which domains of life the Ro-
shani people use which language or speech variety for their interactions—Roshani, Shugh-
ni or Dari.
 
7.1.1. PRIVATE DOMAIN. Table 2 summarizes how the respondents described the language 
use within their families towards the different members of the family.

Roshani Shughni Dari N/A9 Total
L with parents 29 0 0 0 29
L with siblings* 29 0 1 0 29
L with spouse* 24 1 1 4 29
L with children 25 0 0 4 29
L with relatives* 29 1 4 0 29

tabLE 2: Languages used within Families
*Multiple answers given

All interviewees said they speak Roshani with their parents. Everyone we interviewed 
has a Roshani mother-tongue father and mother. With the spouse, most interviewees speak 
Roshani. One person speaks a mixture between Dari and Roshani, and another one Shugh-
ni. The latter one is married to a wife from Shighnān. One other interviewee is married to 
a Shughni wife. He speaks Roshani to her and she uses Roshani as well. Everyone, except 
one person, speaks Roshani with his or her siblings—one exception is a woman who lived 
in Kabul for several years. Every interviewee who has children raises them speaking only 
Roshani. To their relatives most people speak Roshani only. A few sometimes use Dari as 
well, and one person occasionally uses Shughni with relatives. In every family Shughni 

9 The N/A indicates the number of people who did not respond to the question because it did not ap-
ply to their situation.
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and Dari play a very minor role and are exclusively used with visitors from outside Roshan 
(see §7.1.2). In the end everyone claims that Roshani is the only language in the home and 
within the family.

7.1.2. COMMUNITY DOMAIN. Table 3 summarizes the languages used in the village com-
munity, taking the language of the village elders and of the pre-school children as represen-
tative. Table 4 presents the language used with guests visiting the communities.

Roshani Shughni Dari N/A Total
L of elders* To each other 4 0 0 0 4

To elders of other comm. 4 1 1 0 4
To village people 4 0 0 0 4
In public speeches 4 0 0 0 4

L pre-school children know* 20 0 1** 9 29
L of people in the village 4 0 0 0 4

tabLE 3: Languages used within the Village Communities
*Multiple answers given

**The one family whose children know Dari (besides Roshani)  
before starting school lived in Kabul for several years

Roshani Shughni Dari N/A Total
L with guests in the house* 2** 23 17 3 29

tabLE 4: Languages used with Guests coming from outside Roshan
* Multiple answers given

** The respondents said they speak Roshani with guests from Shughnan

The Roshani people exclusively use Roshani with each other in their own villages. 
They only switch to Dari or Shughni when Shughni or Dari speakers are present. This is 
what people explained to us and what we also witnessed on multiple occasions. As soon 
as a Roshani person turned away from the researcher during a conversation held in Dari to 
greet another Roshani person, he would revert to speaking Roshani. It is the language of the 
community. The four village elders interviewed claim that they use Roshani when talking 
to each other, when talking to the people, and in public speeches. Children grow up with 
Roshani in their neighbourhood. School teachers, who are mostly from the same village, 
speak in Roshani to the school children when they meet outside school and even on school 
grounds during breaks between the lessons. 

Traders from Shighnān frequently travel to Roshan to sell their wares there, or they 
travel through Roshan to sell their wares in Darwāz. In both cases they would stay as guests 
for one night in two or three Roshani villages on the way. With these guests, the Roshani 
speak Shughni. From time to time Shughni relatives stay in a Roshani village for several 
days, especially the relations of the Shughni wives married to Roshani men. The Roshani 
speak Shughni with them. The Shughni wives themselves usually acquire Roshani and 
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speak it with the husband and with the children. 
Men from Darwāz travel through Roshan to reach the bazaar in Shighnān or bigger 

cities in Badakhshan. They stay overnight in different Roshani villages. Their hosts speak 
Dari when entertaining them. These are mostly the men of the family; women usually bring 
the food into the room where the guest are staying and sometimes remain there for a short 
time, while men sit and talk with the guests for the entire evening.

It seems that an equal number of men and women are involved with Dari and Shughni 
speaking visitors to the village. Nevertheless, the quality and depth of these contacts is 
different.

7.1.3. EDUCATION DOMAIN. Table 5 indicates the languages that are used in school by 
teachers and students.

Roshani Shughni Dari N/A Total
Official L of instruction in school 0 0 4 0 4
L teacher uses during lessons* 19 0 20 9 29
L teacher uses during breaks* 4 0 1 0 4

tabLE 5: Languages used by Teachers
*Multiple answers given

The language of instruction in the schools is Dari, Pashto is taught as one of the sub-
jects in higher grades. All schoolbooks used in the Roshan area are in Dari, but most teach-
ers help their students by giving explanations in Roshani, especially in the lower grades 
where the students have not fully acquired Dari. One person said the use of Roshani in 
class would amount to about 50% in the first grades. During the breaks the teachers speak 
to the students mostly in Roshani. In the light of this it is more correct to say that Dari is the 
formal language of education in the Roshan area, but Roshani is used for education as well.

The religious teaching about the Ismaili faith that is conducted for the benefit of the 
children once a week is done in Roshani. It takes place separately from the regular lessons 
at school.

7.1.4. RELIGIOUS DOMAIN. Table 6 shows the language used by the worshipper and by 
the Khalifa during the observation of their religious duties. 

Roshani Shughni Dari Arabic N/A Total
L Khalifa uses for preaching* 18 0 17 0 1 29
L for personal prayer 10 0 14 4 1 29

tabLE 6: Languages used by the Khalifa and for Personal Prayer
* Multiple answers given

About half of the people interviewed told us that the Khalifa preaches and prays in 
Dari because the prayers are written down in Dari, as well as the religious instruction about 
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the Ismaili faith. This is consistent with other Ismaili communities, and opposed to the 
Sunni communities, which perform ritual prayers in Arabic. Everything concerning the 
religious edification of the people, like letters from the Aga Khan that are passed on from 
higher religious authorities to the Khalifas in the villages for reading to the people, is writ-
ten in Dari. Therefore, Dari is the official language of religion. About half of the people 
interviewed said that they themselves pray in Dari. These were mostly the men and the 
educated women. Dari is therefore also the personal language for religion of this people 
group. 

Even though Dari is the official language of religion, people’s practice of religion and 
their prayers are often carried out in Roshani, and sermons are translated from Dari into 
Roshani for the benefit of those who do not speak Dari well. Thus Roshani is the informal 
language of religion. The majority of the women use Roshani for their prayers. Especially 
for women who have none or only basic education, Roshani is the personal language of 
religion.

7.1.5. TRAVEL AND TRADE. Table 7 summarizes the languages used when talking to trad-
ers inside and outside Roshan.

Roshani Shughni Dari N/A Total
L used with traders* 17 11 19 7 29
L used at the bazaar* 0 16 19 11 29

tabLE 7: Languages used for Trade
* Multiple answers given

Trade is a mixed domain. Those who speak to the traders coming to the village mostly 
do so in Dari and Roshani. Roshani is also used with Shughni traders but they reply in 
Shughni. The choice of language depends on the place where the trader originally comes 
from, which might be Roshan, Shighnān, or Dari-speaking parts of Badakhshan. Half of 
the women questioned do not speak to the traders. It is mostly men’s business to buy the 
household supplies. Table 8 presents the languages used when travelling or living outside 
Roshan.

Roshani Shughni Dari Chitrali N/A Total
L used in travel outside Roshan* 1** 15 13 - 11 29
L used while working outside* 0 0 4 2 24 29
L used in military service 0 0 5 - 24 29

tabLE 8: Language used during Travel
* Multiple answers given

** The person uses Roshani in the Shughni area

When people go to the bazaar themselves, the language they use depends on the place 
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to which they are travelling. All of the men and a few of the women interviewed visit the 
bazaar in Qala (Shighnān) regularly and use Shughni there. Almost half of the interviewees 
occasionally travel to other parts of the country, mostly Faizabad, where they use Dari. 
These are almost exclusively men. A third of the interviewees (all women) do not travel to 
places outside of the Roshan area.

The other major reason for travel to Shighnān is to bring the sick to the hospital. Few 
Roshani visit relatives in Shighnān, and a few senior students stay for several months at 
a time in Qala for their higher education (grade 13 and 14). People speak Shughni when 
they go there. 

A few men from each village often work for some years in other parts of the country 
(mostly Faizabad) or Pakistan in order to earn money for their family because employment 
is poor in the Roshan area. Within Afghanistan they use Dari and within Pakistan, Chitrali. 
A few men reported they had served in the military for several years in Faizabad, Kabul or 
Taloqan and spoke Dari during that time.

7.1.6. MEDIA. Table 9 shows the languages used for media of books and radio.

Dari Pashto English N/A Total
L of radio listened to* 29 3 1 0 29
L of books red* 16 0 1 13 29

tabLE 9: Languages used for Media
* Multiple answers given

Every interviewee reported that they listen to the Dari speaking programs on the radio. 
Three also listen to the Pashto programs and one of those three claimed to listen to English 
broadcasting as well. Only men claimed to listen to radio broadcasting other than Dari. 
There are no Shughni or Roshani radio programmes at present.

Slightly more than half of the interviewees reported that they at least occasionally read 
books in Dari, mostly schoolbooks. One also claimed to read English books. Nearly half of 
the interviewees were illiterate, all of them were women. Only three women reported that 
they read books in Dari. Even though three of them formerly had had a school education 
until the 3rd, 7th, or 8th grade, they still were not able read.

7.1.7. ADMINISTRATION. Table 10 summarizes the languages used with government of-
ficials.

Roshani Shughni Dari N/A Total
L with government officials* 0 1 4 0 4

tabLE 10: Language used with Government Officials
* The question was asked of the four village elders only. Multiple answers given.

All village elders who answered the village elder questionnaire said they spoke in 
Dari to government officials in Qala. One added that he occasionally spoke in Shughni 
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to them. The nearest government post—on the district level—is in Qala. The next higher 
one—on the provincial level—is in Faizabad. Government workers are usually sent from 
other provinces by the government to their post, so they are mostly native Dari speakers, or 
Pashto speakers with a good proficiency of Dari when working in a majority Dari speaking 
province.

7.1.8. SUMMARY. Table 11 summarizes the languages used by the Roshani in the different 
domains. ‘Primary Language’ refers to the language that is mainly used in the domain con-
cerned. ‘Secondary Language’ refers to the language that is used in the domain concerned 
only to a limited extent.

Domain Primary Language Secondary Languages
Private Domain (Family) Roshani
Community Domain Roshani Dari (only with guests) 
Shughni (only with guests)
Education Domain Dari Roshani
Religious Domain Dari Roshani
Travel and Trade Dari Roshani
Shughni
Media Dari
Administration Dari

tabLE 11: Overview of Domains of Language 

In the private domain of the home and family and in the domain of the village com-
munity almost only Roshani is used. Roshani is also used as a secondary language in 
education and religion for the benefit of those who do not understand Dari well. Dari is the 
primary language in the domains of education, religion, during travel and trade, in media, 
and administration; men are considerably more concerned with all these domains (besides 
religion) then women are. In the community domain Dari is used as a secondary language 
with guests and traders travelling though, it is the men’s task to entertain the guests. Shugh-
ni is only used as a secondary language in the community domain with guests, and in travel 
and trade. In daily life almost only Roshani is spoken, Dari and Shughni are used as soon 
as the necessity arises, that is, when someone has to deal with a Dari or a Shughni speaker.

7.2. ATTITUDES. This section describes which attitudes the Roshani hold towards their 
vernacular, towards the Shughni speech variety and towards Dari, the language of wider 
communication.

7.2.1. TOWARDS ROSHANI. This section shows the attitudes the Roshani people hold to-
wards their vernacular in the areas of its perceived benefit, concerning education and con-
cerning the future.
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Perceived Benefit and Personal Importance. Asked about the usefulness of Roshani 
for getting jobs, men mostly pointed out that it would be useful only in Roshan, and almost 
a third of the people did not consider it useful at all. Roshani was not considered to be use-
ful for higher education by most interviewees. Some respondents found Roshani useful for 
contact with other communities exclusively concerning other Roshani villages, or replied 
with ‘a bit useful’. Most said it was not useful at all. But for gaining respect in their own 
community, most responded that Roshani was very useful; some found it useful; and only 
one person answered with ‘little use’. Obviously this does not mirror the absolute useful-
ness of Roshani, but the personal impression of the interviewees; thus it is an indicator for 
the attitude towards Roshani.

Almost half of the men and women questioned felt Roshani for them to be ‘very im-
portant’ personally; the remainder responded with ‘important’. Only one each said ‘of little 
importance’, ‘important only in Roshan’ or ‘not important’. 

Concerning Education. Most of the respondents held the opinion that it would be the 
best option for children to learn reading and writing in Roshani, with a Roshani alphabet, 
if that were possible. About half of them would accept Shughni as the second best option. 
A few feel that Dari is the best option, as is practiced now. One person considered Dari to 
be the second best option. One person said, Roshani and Dari would have the same benefit; 
one holds the opinion that Roshani and Shughni would have the same benefit. 

All respondents said it would be beneficial to have books in Roshani. Most wished 
for medical books, some for schoolbooks, for poetry or for story books, a few for history 
books and for songbooks. Almost everyone claimed they would buy Roshani books if they 
were available. Only one person responded that he would not. Some of those respondents 
who cannot read themselves added that they would buy books in Roshani for their chil-
dren if these were available. Most people claimed interest in attending a Roshani literacy 
class. And again most of those indicated willingness to pay for such a class. Even though 
this does not mean everyone who responded in the affirmative would in fact buy Roshani 
books or attend a literacy class, the responses serve as an indicator for the positive attitude 
towards Roshani. 

Five respondents answered with Roshani, their mother tongue, when asked which lan-
guage they would like to speak better. 

Concerning the Future. All interviewees except two anticipate their children will 
speak mostly Roshani when they are grown up. A few specifically said their children would 
speak Roshani at home in the future, if they continue to live in Roshan. One person said 
they would use Roshani and Dari equally. Another person anticipated they would speak 
Roshani, Dari and English. Everyone said they were happy with this projected prospect. 

Most interviewees anticipated the primary language of their grandchildren to be Ro-
shani when they are grown up. A few more added the condition that this would require 
them to stay in the area. A few expected their grandchildren to use Roshani and Dari equal-
ly and one person expected them to speak only English. Again, everyone claimed to be 
happy with this prospect. Almost no one can imagine that their children will no longer 
speak Roshani when they will be adults, and only one person said her grandchildren will 
not use Roshani in the future. 

Opinions and experiences were divided regarding whether people laughed about Ro-
shani speakers because of their language. More than half answered with ‘no’. Of those who 
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have had the experience of someone laughing at them, most explained that it had been a 
Shughni person. Only a few have had that experience with a Dari person. And one person 
said that everyone laughs about the Roshani language. But no one seemed to be greatly 
troubled or agitated by these incidents. 

7.2.2. TOWARDS SHUGHNI. This section describes the attitude the Roshani hold towards 
the related speech variety of Shughni in the area of its perceived benefit, permission for 
marrying a Shughni person, and concerning education.

Perceived Benefit. Only a few respondents found Shughni useful for getting a job, and 
a few others answered with ‘only a bit useful’. About half judged that it was useful only in 
Shighnān. The rest, about a third, did not find Shughni useful at all. For higher education, 
the majority did not find Shughni useful; some found it a bit useful. Asked about the use of 
Shughni for communicating with other communities, half of the men remarked that it was 
useful only within Shughni communities. Few responded with ‘a little useful’ and the rest, 
about a third, with ‘not useful’. For gaining respect in their own community, less than half 
of the men found Shughni to be useful. One person said it would be useful with Shughni 
visitors, a few found it a little useful, and about a third not useful. The greatest usefulness 
of Shughni is perceived when people regularly travel to the Shughni district capital Qala. 
Again the result reflects the personal impression of the interviewees, thus it is an indicator 
for the attitude towards Roshani.

Permission for Marriage. The majority of the interviewees would allow their son to 
marry a Shughni, and only two would deny permission. Of the people who would permit 
it, two would only give permission for a Shughni wife, but not for a wife from any other 
people group. About a third of them would also allow a wife from all other people groups 
mentioned (Wakhi, Ishkashimi, Dari-speaking, Pashto). No one would resent a Shughni 
daughter-in-law specifically but the two who answered negatively for Shughni would not 
allow a daughter-in-law from any other people group either. 

For their daughters, three quarters (that is slightly less than for the sons) of the people 
would allow a Shughni husband. One quarter would not. Of those who answered ‘yes’, two 
would only give permission to a Shughni liaison, but not to one with a husband from any 
other group. About half of them said yes to every group mentioned. No one would resent a 
Shughni son-in-law in particular but those who would not permit a marriage to a Shughni 
would also not permit is to someone from any other people group.

Shughni in Education. Half of the interviewees who held the opinion that it would be 
good to teach school children reading and writing in Roshani accepted Shughni as the sec-
ond choice. One even judged Roshani and Shughni to have the same value in this regard.

Asked for the languages the interviewees would like to speak better, no one answered 
with Shughni. But then, people might perceive Shughni not as a separate language. In fact, 
almost no one mentioned Shughni (except one person), when asked about the languages 
they spoke, but the interviewees revealed later in the conversation that they actually spoke 
Shughni to Shughni people.

7.2.3. TOWARDS DARI. This section describes the attitude the Roshani hold towards the na-
tional language Dari in terms of its perceived benefit, permission to marry a Dari-speaking 
person, concerning Dari in education and at home and as a foreign language to be acquired.
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Perceived Benefit. Half of the interviewees find Dari ‘very useful’ for finding work. 
The other half replied with ‘useful’. For higher education, the majority (about two thirds) 
of people think Dari to be very useful; the rest responded with ‘useful’. For communica-
tion with other villages the majority (again about two-thirds of the respondents) also found 
Dari ‘very useful’ and the rest ‘useful’. But for gaining respect in the home village, only a 
few judged Dari to be ‘very useful’; about two thirds still found it ‘useful’; only one person 
said, it had ‘little use’; and another one that it had ‘no use’. A positive attitude towards Dari 
is displayed by the fact that in order to gain respect in the Roshani village, a clear majority 
finds Dari useful, even though it is not needed for communication within the village. Again 
the result reflects the subjective impression of the interviewees and thus it is an indicator 
for the attitude towards Roshani.

Permission for Marriage. About a third of the respondents would allow their son to 
marry a Dari-speaking wife. No one would resent a Dari-speaking daughter-in-law specifi-
cally, but all those who answered negatively, would also not allow a daughter-in-law from 
other groups. Very few people indicated that they resented the fact that Dari speakers are 
not Ismaili; therefore they would not allow their son to marry a Dari-speaking wife.

Almost a third of the respondents would allow their daughter to get married to a Dari-
speaking husband. 

It is important to note that the hypothetical question about permission for marriage 
does not reflect actual marriage practices, however, the answers serve to indicate the at-
titude towards the languages in question.

Dari in Education. Only three respondents preferred their children to learn reading 
and writing in Dari over Roshani in school right from the first grade as it is presently. One 
person would take Dari as the second choice after Roshani. When asking the question the 
researcher pointed out that if children were to learn reading and writing in Roshani, they 
still would learn Dari at a later stage. So the negative result for Dari does not indicate a dis-
regard for Dari, but rather the realisation that children struggle in school with the language 
of instruction, even though teachers help and give explanations in Roshani, as was repeat-
edly confirmed. The interviewees indicated this with frequent remarks during the section 
about school education, such as ‘it is difficult for them’.

Dari at Home. All respondents said that they would be happy if their children spoke 
Dari at home with each other. When asked further, frequently comments were made like ‘It 
means they learned it well.’—‘They have studied their lesson well.’—‘It shows that they 
are intelligent.’—‘It means they can communicate with everyone in the country, as it is the 
general language in Afghanistan.’—‘It means they will get work’, or, more generally that 
every language is good to learn, in fact, everything children learn is good for them. When 
asked whether it would still be good if the children spoke only Dari at home instead of Ro-
shani, the respondents could not imagine that situation happening and therefore responded 
that they would always speak Roshani. 

Dari as a Second Language. About a third of the people wished to speak Dari better 
as a second language. The others were not asked whether they were satisfied with the pres-
ent state of their Dari, but they considered it more important to improve another language.

7.2.4. SUMMARY. The responses in the ‘Perceived Benefit’ section were given point values 
from 0 to 3, whereas 3 indicates ‘very useful’, 2 meant ‘useful’, 1 ‘little useful’ or ‘useful 
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only in Roshan/Shighnān’ and 0 for ‘not useful’. The points for all respondents were then 
averaged to determine an overall value for perceived benefits according to the different 
subjects. 

Figure 1 shows the average of the benefit the interviewed men perceive the varieties 
Roshani, Shughni and Dari to have for work, education, communication with other com-
munities, and for gaining respect in the home community.

FIgurE 1: Perceived Benefit of Roshani, Shughni and Dari

The chart indicates that Dari is perceived by far as the most useful language in con-
texts that mostly include interactions taking place outside of Roshan (work, education, oth-
er communities). Roshani and Shughni are only partly valued in regard to their usefulness. 

Roshani has the most benefit in order to gain respect in the home community. Inter-
estingly, the fact that the sum of all bars is the highest for ‘gaining respect in the home 
community’ goes with the frequent statement that the more languages people (especially 
children) learn, the better. 

Table 12 shows which languages the respondents wished to improve or to acquire.

Roshani Shughni Dari Pashto English N/A Total
L people like to learn* 5 0 11 2 16 3 29

tabLE 12: Desired Language
* Multiple answers given

The language one would like to acquire is a strong indicator about the attitude one 
holds towards a certain language. The majority would like to acquire English, still about 
a third of them answered with Dari, but no one mentioned Shughni. The reason might be 
that Shughni is not considered as foreign language. The respondents who answered with 
Roshani did not estimate any other language important enough to acquire.

The following chart shows in what language parents would like their children to ac-
quire literacy at school in primary education.
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Roshani Shughni Dari N/A Total
1st choice 24 1 3 3 29
2nd choice 1 12 1 - 14

tabLE 13: Desired Language of Literacy in School

The language one would choose for children’s primary education is a strong indicator 
for a very positive attitude towards this language. The vast majority answered with Ro-
shani, only few chose other languages. For most respondents Shughni would be the second 
choice.

Table 14 shows to which liaisons parents would give their consent for their children, 
besides a marriage with someone from their own language group.

Shughni Ishkash. Wakhi Dari Pashto N/A Total
Son (wife 
…-speaking)*

23 17 19 19 14 4 29

Daughter (husband 
…-speaking.)*

23 19 16 18 13 1 29

tabLE 14: Permission for Marriage
* Multiple answers given

The attitude towards different languages are shown by the fact that most parents would 
only give their consent for marriage of their children to partners from certain ethnolinguis-
tic groups. Most parents would agree for their son or daughter to get married to a Shughni 
partner, less would agree to a marriage with an Ishkashimi, Wakhi or Dari-speaking person. 
Only half of the respondents would be happy about a Pashto son- or daughter-in-law.

Table 15 presents an estimation of what language the children and grandchildren will 
be using most in the future. 

Roshani Shughni Dari English N/A Total
L children will speak* 29 0 2 1 0 29
L grandchildren will speak* 28 0 4 1 0 29

tabLE 15: Concerning the Future
* Multiple answers given

The vast majority of the respondents hold the opinion that Roshani will continue to be 
the language used mostly by their children and grandchildren. Only a few assume that it 
will be Dari or English.
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7.3. BILINGUALISM WITH DARI. This section describes the varying levels of proficiency 
in Dari throughout different population segments in the Roshan area, and aims to give 
reasons for these findings.

7.3.1. PROFICIENCY IN DARI. Figure 2 presents the average of the result of the Profi-
ciency Storying Questionnaire; the table indicates the results stratified according to gender 
and age.

FIgurE 2: Average Proficiency Levels in Dari,  
comparing Men and Women, in regard to Age

As Figure 2 shows, the women’s level of Dari is far lower than that of the men’s. 
The average of the women’s level is between 1 and 1+, the average of the men’s level is 
between 2+ and 3. The men’s superiority in Dari is explained by their frequent travel to 
areas outside Roshan, to other parts of Badakhshan, or even to Kabul. They buy supplies 
for their families at the markets there. Some of the men went for work for several months 
or years to Afghan cities, mostly Faizabad, or they went for military service and spoke Dari 
there. Besides this, men usually receive and entertain the guests that visit the village while 
travelling to other places. Therefore they are far more exposed to Dari speakers. Women 
are also permitted to talk to guests, especially when the guests stay at their house. They 
usually bring the food and stay for some time and talk to the guests. Again, it is the wealthy 
families where women speak Dari better and are more exposed to Dari speakers because 
usually wealthier families invite travellers; they can afford to feed them and have a bigger 
house with a separate guest room. 

There is no obvious connection between age and proficiency of Dari, except that all 
male subjects over 30 have at least level 2. Those proficient at the outstanding levels of 
3+, 4 and 4+ are only found among these men. Older men who have had more contact with 
Dari speakers during their lifetime are more proficient in Dari than younger men. 

Figure 3 presents the average of the results of the Proficiency Storying Questionnaire, 
separated between men und women with and without higher education.
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FIgurE 3: Average Proficiency Levels in Dari, 
comparing Men and Women, in regard to Education

There is a connection between the interviewees’ proficiency in Dari and the education 
the individuals received, but only if the level of education is above 8th grade: The average 
men’s level without education or with education under 8th grade is level 2+, but with higher 
education, the average level of Dari reaches level 3. Likewise, the average Dari proficiency 
of women with no education or education under 8th grade is level 1; the average of those 
with higher education is almost level 2. This seems to be surprising, as the language of in-
struction in school is Dari, and one would assume that even after a few years of schooling, 
the students would acquire Dari above level 1. But, then it shows that even though children 
acquired some Dari at school, they forget it if they do not keep it using, or they might have 
not learned it in the first place and just have memorized the teachers’ instruction without 
ever acquiring Dari as a second language. The low level of Dari among women with some 
education is therefore a result of the teaching style commonly used in Afghan schools. Of 
the three women interviewed with education above 8th grade, two were still students and 
one was a teacher. All three are still constantly in contact with Dari because of the school. 
In fact, the school is the only domain within the community where the Roshani women are 
in extended contact with Dari (see §7.1.3).

7.3.2. LEXICAL SIMILARITY WITH DARI. Table 16 presents the linguistic similarity be-
tween the speech varieties Shughni and Roshani (according to the different villages), and 
Dari.

Nawādak 
(Shughni)

Rubāt 
(Roshani)

Jawed 
(Roshani)

Chāsnud 
(Roshani)

Dari 32% 36% 30% 33%

tabLE 16: Linguistic Similarity with Dari

The average percentage of lexical similarity between Shughni and Dari as well as 
between Roshani and Dari is 33%. The shared vocabulary between Shughni and Roshani 
with Dari is most likely the result of both historical cognates and loan words taken from 
Dari into Shughni and Roshani. It is beyond the scope of this paper to further analyze this 
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subject. As the lexical similarity between Dari and the vernacular is low, people perceive 
Dari as a language that is difficult to acquire.

7.3.3. SUMMARY. Age and proficiency in Dari are connected only in a minor way, that is, 
older men speak slightly more Dari because they have had more time being exposed to the 
language. The education level does not have significant effect on Dari proficiency among 
men or women, noticeable improvement is seen only after completion of grade 8 in school. 

Many men do not get to a Dari proficiency level beyond 2+ because their living en-
vironment usually requires only basic conversations in Dari, mostly at the market and in 
talking about livestock and farming with guests. Women’s proficiency is far lower, and 
only few reach a proficiency of Dari higher than level 1. This is a result of limited domains 
of Dari. Gender is the main issue; men speak much better Dari than women. Since Dari is 
the only connection to the outside world, it is limited to the male section of the Roshani 
community.

7.4. COMPREHENSION OF SHUGHNI. This section aims to show the lexical similarity of 
the two speech varieties, and to what degree the Shughni variety is inherently intelligible 
to Roshani speakers.

7.4.1. LEXICAL SIMILARITY. We elicited word lists in four places: the Shughni village 
of Nawādak and the three Roshani villages of Rubāt, Jawed and Chāsnud. The word lists 
were elicited from men because most women’s proficiency in Dari was not sufficient for 
elicitation. We used only men, or, whenever possible, a group of men, who were long-term 
residents in their respective villages. 

Table 17 shows the lexical similarity of the Shughni and Roshani speech variety, in-
cluding all words from the word lists as well as Dari loan words.

Nawādak 
79% Rubāt
75% 81% Jawed
74% 83% 84% Chāsnud

tabLE 17: Lexical Similarity (including loan words from Dari)

Numerous regular sound changes occur, especially concerning the vowels, between 
Nawādak and the Roshani villages, Rubāt, Jawed, and Chāsnud. Few regular sound chang-
es occur in the latter three villages. The percentage of similarity within the Roshani villages 
seems to be surprisingly low, just over 80%, considering most people’s statement that there 
is no difference between the varieties in the different villages. However, the low result 
may be due to the fact that people often use Roshani and Dari words interchangeably. This 
often results in a Dari word given in one place and a Roshani word in another place. We as-
sume that it could as well have been the other way around and people in both places would 
understand both words. This observation applies primarily to men, the result would likely 
have been different had we elicited the word lists from women. The same phenomenon is 
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found in the relationship between the Roshani villages and Nawādak, the Shughni village. 
In the recording of the Nawādak word list, the interviewee gave the words for the numbers 
above nine in Dari and a few seconds later someone started to count in Shughni in the back-
ground. As this was the first place we took the word list, we did not identify the Shughni 
counting. Therefore the percentages were tabulated again, ignoring all the Dari words.

Table 18 presents the lexical similarity of the Shughni and Roshani speech variety, 
excluding all Dari words.

Nawādak 
90% Rubāt
88% 92% Jawed
87% 90% 92% Chāsnud

tabLE 18: Lexical Similarity (excluding potential loan words from Dari)

According to Bergman, when lexical similarity between two speech forms is less than 
about 70%, it generally indicates that these are different languages. If similarity is more 
than 70%, dialect intelligibility testing is needed to determine how well people can under-
stand the other speech form. When such tests show intelligibility of less than about 75%, 
a language development project is generally considered desirable. Higher scores do not 
necessarily mean that a project is not needed: other kinds of data may be required (Berg-
man 1990). The Roshani variety in relation to Shughni is between 70% and 80% including 
the Dari words. But taking into account the before mentioned considerations, the lexical 
similarity is just under 90%. Nevertheless, to confirm the assumption that Shughni is intel-
ligible to Roshani speakers, intelligibility testing was conducted.

7.4.2. INTELLIGIBILITY USING RECORDED TEXT TESTING. For the RTT 
two stories were used: one about a school and another about a wedding. The stories were 
played one right after the other. The total time of both stories was three minutes and 22 
seconds. 

Figure 4 shows the RTT results in relation to the amount of contact the Roshani sub-
jects have with Shughni speakers.
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FIgurE 4: RTT-Results in Connection to Language Contact

The average percentage scored for the Recorded Text Testing was 85%, with the low-
est score being 61% and the highest 100%. 

The RTT interviewees were asked about the amount and kind of their language con-
tact with Shughni people. Numbers were assigned according to their answers: number 1 
indicates no contact or almost no contact; number 2 indicates little and irregular contact; 
number 3 indicates regular contact and number 4 indicates extended contact, or the subject 
lived in the Shighnān area. As the chart shows, there appears to be a connection between 
the amount of contact with Shughni speakers and RTT score. The average score of people 
with contact level 1 is 77%, with contact level 2 is 85%, with contact level 3 is 93%, and 
with contact level 4 is 94%. When the contact level is high anyway, the improvement in 
comprehension is not so striking any more. The different scores probably depend on other 
factors, like aptitude.

Women generally scored lower on the RTT. They tend to have little contact with 
Shughni people. They very seldom travel to Shighnān and speak less to Shughni guests 
than men. The average of the women’s score is 81% (lowest: 61%, highest: 100%), while 
the average of the men’s score is 90% (lowest: 68%, highest: 100%). We found no one 
without any previous contact to Shughni people; therefore the result does not show real 
inherent intelligibility of the two speech varieties.

For women there seems to be a connection between education and RTT scores: women 
who have attended school for several years had an average score of 85%; women who 
have not attended school had an average score of 76%. More education probably means 
more contact with Shughni speakers in the interviewee’s youth because at that time most 
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teachers were Shughni. Education for women is usually connected with family wealth as 
wealthier families were able send their daughters to school. Wealthier people also often 
receive more guests, especially traders from Shighnān travelling through, which results in 
more contact to Shughni speakers.

We found no correlation between the RTT results or the amount of contact and specific 
villages: On an average people from all villages appear to have equal contact with Shughni 
people. This is not surprising because Shughni traders travel through the entire Roshan 
area, and Roshani people from all villages travel to Shighnān to buy supplies. Between the 
villages there is only a slight difference concerning the number of Shughni wives married 
into the Roshani community, but this does not seem to have an impact on the RTT results.

Most subjects (25) recognized the language of the story as Shughni, only two people 
supposed it was Dari, and three thought it was Roshani. They were women with little ex-
posure to other languages. Only one person said that the language was not good. Everyone 
else considered it good Shughni. Most interviewees (26) stated they understood the entire 
story. Three said they understood most and one estimated she understood about half. Two 
interviewees did not observe any difference between the language of the story and their 
own speech variety, most of the interviewees (22) observed that it was only a little different 
from their own; two found it somewhat different; five very different. 

All this indicates that the Roshani mostly understand the Shughni well. And intelligi-
bility increases quickly, even through limited contact with Shughni.

7.4.3. SUMMARY. The lexical similarity indicates that Shughni and Roshani are not sepa-
rate languages. The percentage is above the intelligibility threshold. The RTT confirms 
that the Shughni speech variety is intelligible to the Roshani people. The average score 
of the RTT is 85%, which is well above the 75%-threshold where intelligibility becomes 
likely, and even people with no contact or hardly any contact with Shughni people still 
scored an average of 77%. The average percentage of lexical similarity between Shughni 
and the different Roshani villages is 76% including the Dari words and 88% excluding the 
Dari words. That agrees nicely with the average score on the RTT for people with contact  
level 1. 

8. DISCUSSION. The following discussion of the topics ‘vitality’, ‘attitudes’ and ‘bilin-
gualism and intelligibility’ aims to evaluate the findings as shown in the result section. 
They relate back to the objective and to the research questions (see §3.2). Following the 
objective and the research questions are stated again:

Research Questions: Would the Roshani people benefit from language develop-
ment in their own speech variety and resulting primary school education in their 
vernacular, or can they be served adequately with primary school education and 
literacy programs in Dari or in the Shughni speech variety? 

Research Objectives:Living Conditions: Obtain basic information about the 
people group living in the Roshan area (location, population, living condition, 
education, infrastructure etc.).
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Vitality: Evaluate the vitality of the Roshani language variety and its long term per-
spectives on vitality, including the domains of language use.

Attitude: Find out the attitude the Roshani people hold towards their vernacular, to-
wards Shughni and towards Dari.

Bilingualism: Gain information to what extend the different segments of the Roshani 
people group (men, women, older, younger) are proficient in Dari. 

Intelligibility: Test to what extend the Roshani variety is inherently intelligible with 
the Shughni variety.

The answer to the first research question ‘Living Conditions’ is found in §4.

8.1. VITALITY OF ROSHANI. The vitality of the Roshani speech variety is very high. All 
the children in the community learn Roshani as their first language and it is their only 
language until they start school. Roshani is the only language used in the home and in 
the community. Dari and Shughni are only used when travelling outside Roshan and with 
outsiders who visit the village. As soon as someone turns away from the Dari or Shughni-
speaking visitor in order to greet another Roshani speaker, he switches back to Roshani. 

Dari as a national language does not seem to threaten the vitality of Roshani. As wom-
en tend to travel less, the only contact areas with Dari are for them radio, religious preach-
ing and school. The education domain only applies to girls and young women—presently 
only a few adult women have had a school education in the past. However, this situation 
has changed and presently almost all children attend school, at least primary school. All 
children now acquire Dari to a certain degree. It is not likely that this will diminish the 
vitality of Roshani. The reason is that school is still the only domain within the community 
where Dari is spoken on a regular basis. Therefore many do not have practice in Dari in 
every day life situations. Especially women, but also some men, tend to lose their ability to 
speak Dari again after they have left school.

Shughni also does not endanger the vitality of Roshani. Shughni inhabits only the do-
mains of Travel and Trade as a secondary language. Besides this, the attitude towards the 
Shughni speech variety is not entirely as is discussed in the following section.

8.2. ATTITUDES TOWARDS DARI, SHUGHNI AND ROSHANI. As the data in the result 
section indicates, the attitude towards the vernacular is highly positive, Dari is viewed 
positively as well, while the attitude towards Shughni is neutral.

Dari is perceived as a highly useful language to find work, to gain education, and to 
communicate with other communities. People with an adequate proficiency in Dari were 
also very willing to communicate in Dari with the researchers. It is important to note: the 
very positive view of Dari that parents indicated when asked how they would feel if their 
children spoke Dari at home does not show disregard for the mother tongue. Parents can-
not imagine that their children would not speak Roshani any more in the future. Rather it 
shows a positive attitude towards Dari and a desire that the children should learn it.

The attitude towards the Shughni speech variety is neither negative nor positive, but 
somewhat neutral. The Shughni are accepted as the ‘bigger partner’, the one the Roshani 
are dependent on, especially for buying food and goods they do not produce themselves. 
But they do not feel part of the Shughni community. The Shughni speech variety does not 
carry special respect in the Roshani community but it is found useful when dealing with 
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Shughni people, which happens especially in the market in the district capital. A certain 
indifference towards Shughni is shown by the fact that no one mentions Shughni as the 
language his or her children might use in the future. As there is intermarriage between 
Shughni and Roshani people, this would seem to be a likely option. 

Even though positive perception of Roshani in respect to finding work, education and 
communication is missing, this does not indicate a negative attitude towards the mother 
tongue. The result only mirrors the daily experience with school education being in Dari 
and with neighbouring Dari speaking villages to the North and Shughni speaking villages 
to the South. On the contrary, the positive attitude towards Roshani is displayed by the fact 
that the majority feels Roshani to be important for gaining respect in the home village. In 
addition, it is the only language spoken in most people’s families. This is supported by 
the high interest shown in Roshani educational material. It likewise reflects the high value 
Ismaili, and among them especially the Shughni and Roshani, traditionally attach to educa-
tion.

Every language seems to carry respect in itself because knowing more than one lan-
guage improves one’s chances to get ahead in life. There is a positive attitude towards 
language learning in general, and people speaking more than one language gain respect 
in their own community in spite of the fact that it is not needed for communication there. 
These results did not vary in the different locations within Roshan.

In summary, by far the most important language and the one gaining the highest regard 
is Roshani. The Roshani people possess a strong ethnolinguistic identity, further strength-
ened by their identity as Ismaili Muslims. When people are asked about their mother 
tongue, they reply with Roshani and distinguish it from Shughni. They point out that they 
speak differently. The Roshani people are united by their common speech variety. 

8.3. BILINGUALISM WITH DARI AND INTELLIGIBILITY WITH SHUGHNI. Most of the 
Roshani do not have an opportunity to learn Dari well. Accessibility is very limited (see 
§4.6) due to the extreme remoteness of the Roshan area. Men can handle basic day-to-day 
situations in Dari. Usually they only need to use Dari in the domains of travel and trade, 
especially once they have completed their education. For these situations an ILR level of 2 
is sufficient (see Appendix D: Proficiency Storying Questionnaire). As men can deal with 
these basic situations quite well (bargaining at the bazaar, entertaining guests, talking to a 
doctor etc.), they tend to overestimate their ability to speak Dari. They can cope with ev-
eryday requirements in Dari easily, but they are usually not challenged further. If they can 
function well in all necessary situations, they would naturally assume their abilities in Dari 
are almost as good as their abilities in Roshani. Women’s access to Dari is even more limit-
ed; for younger women the only domain is education, most older women have not attended 
school at all. Some have limited access to guests travelling through. Therefore their profi-
ciency of Dari seldom exceeds a very basic level, as indicated by the Storying Proficiency 
Questionnaire and confirmed by the observation of the researchers. Parents claim that their 
children can speak Dari well at 5th to 6th grade. However, parents might overestimate their 
children’s ability as their own Dari and the domains of Dari are limited. This claim was 
also not confirmed by the researchers when talking informally to teenage school children. 
The young people were often not able to answer basic questions in Dari. This indicates 
that the Roshani people cannot be served adequately with literature in Dari. Kindell states 
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that a language is not considered adequate for literature if a significant segment of speak-
ers within a community has failed to achieve level 3 proficiency in this language (Kindell 
1991). Level 3 is clearly not given in the case of the Roshani concerning Dari. 

The UNESCO study ‘Promoting Literacy in Multilingual Settings’ (Kosonen et al. 
2006) describes the advantage students studying in their mother tongue have towards stu-
dents who study in a foreign language. It states that the second group’s learning achieve-
ments may not be as good as they could be had their mother tongue been used. Many may 
have to repeat grades, drop out of school and fail in their education. The UNESCO study 
continues: 

For children, a solution to this problem is mother tongue-based multilingual education. 
For adult members of ethnolinguistic minority communities, a solution is mother tongue-
based literacy and adult education programmes. [...] In strong multilingual education pro-
grammes, the learners’ first language is used as the language of instruction as long as 
possible, at least at the pre-primary and primary levels. The bottom line is that learning is 
started with and through something that the learners already know, i.e. their first language, 
and unfamiliar things, such as the second language, are introduced gradually and learned 
after a solid foundation in the first language has already been accomplished. International 
research shows that at least some five years of instruction in the first language – but prefer-
ably throughout the education system – is required to provide a solid foundation for further 
studies. A strong foundation in the mother tongue is also needed for second language ac-
quisition and successful transfer of the literacy skills from the first to the second language. 
(Kosonen et al. 2006:7–8)

Taking the UNESCO study into consideration it would be helpful for Roshani children 
to be taught literacy skills and primary school subjects in their mother tongue. In higher 
grades they would learn Dari as a foreign language and then gradually switch to Dari as 
the language of instruction for other subjects. Likewise adults would benefit from literacy 
programs in the mother tongue, after that they would be able to acquire Dari literacy more 
easily.

Comparison of the word lists indicates that Roshani and Shughni are closely related 
varieties. The Roshani reported that they can understand the Shughni speakers easily af-
ter a short time of getting used to the difference in their speech. Likewise the result of 
the Recorded Text Testing indicates intelligibility between the two speech varieties. Even 
though it seems to be partly acquired intelligibility, it can be acquired quickly only after 
limited contact with Shughni speakers. This confirms that the Roshani people probably can 
be served adequately with a literacy program and literature development for the Shughni.

 
9. RECOMMENDATIONS. As pointed out in the discussion section (see §8.3), Dari literacy 
programs would not be sufficient for the Roshani people. However, it is likely that the Ro-
shani will be able to use Shughni material in literacy programs and literature development. 
Lexical similarity between the two speech varieties is high as is intelligibility according to 
the Recorded Text Testing and according to people’s reports. The attitude towards Shughni 
is not negative and most Roshani indicated willingness to have their children use Shughni 
material in primary school to learn reading and writing. 

A current project among the Shughni aims to develop school material for a transfer 
literacy program from Dari to Shughni among the Shughni in Afghanistan. It is recom-
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mended to wait until this material is ready for use or ready for testing. Then it would be 
adequate to conduct a test of this material in the Roshan area and see how the Roshani 
people respond to it—whether they will accept it as their language or reject it as not being 
their own speech variety; and likewise whether they continue to show interest in education 
and literature in the mother tongue. If the Roshani accept it, they will be able to use the 
transfer literacy material and also benefit from further literature that will be developed in 
Shughni. If the Roshani reject the Shughni material, then it might be necessary to reassess 
the situation and possibly to start an adaptation project for the Roshani speech variety. It 
is not advisable to start a separate language development project for Roshani at this time. 

Appendix A: Word List resuLts 

English Dari Spoken Dari Nawadak
(Shughni)

Rubat
(Roshani)

Jawed
(Roshani)

Chasnud
(Roshani)

1. I (1s) من ma wɔs as as as

2..                you (2s) تو tʰu tʰo tʰa tʰɔ tʰɔ

3. he/ she (3s) او u maʃ maʃ maʃ maʃ

4. we (1p) ما mɔ tʰamaˈfukʰaθ tʰɔ tʰaˈma tʰaˈma

5. you (2p) شام ʃʊˈmɔ ju (sheː jet) ja ja ja

6. they (3p) آنها ʊˈnɔ waθ waθ wað waθ

7. who کی kʰi tʃaɪ tʃaɪ tʃaɪ tʃaɪ

8. what چی tʃi tʃis tʃis tʃis tʃis

9. how چطور tʃəˈtʰoɾ ˈtsaɾaŋɡ ˈtsaɾaŋɡ ˈtsaɾaŋɡ ˈtsaɾaŋɡ

10. where کجا kʊˈdʒɔ ˈkadʒa ˈkʰadʒe tʰaɾˈdʒa ˈkʰadʒɪa

11.              when چی وقت tʃi waχtʰ ˈtsawaχt ˈtsawaxt ˈtsawaxt ˈtsawaxt

12.              how many چند tʃand tsønd tsɔnd tsɔndᵊ tsɔnd

13.              which کدام kʰʊˈdɔm tʃeˈdøm tʃəˈdɔm tʃeˈdɔm tʃeˈdɔm

14.              if اگر ˈaɡa ˈaɡaɾ ˈaɡa ˈaɡaɾ ˈaɡaɾ

15.              at در da ðis da aːɾ tʰaɾ

16.              with همرای amˈɾɔə amˈɾɔ amˈɾɔ qʰaˈtʰaɪ ˈtʃeqʰataɪ

17.              this (near) این i jam iː jedᵊ jed

18.              that (far) آن ɔ jɔ ja ja jed

19.              these (near) اینها iˈnɔ maðˈfukʰaθ muf mað ðaʊ

20.              those (far) آنها ʊˈnɔ waːθ uf waˈðin waˈðaʊ

21.              here اینجا inˈdʒa ˈjødand ˈunde ˈunde ˈundə
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22.              there آنجا unˈdʒa ˈtʰaɾam ˈamand ˈamande ˈamandə

23.              far دور duɾ θaːɾ θaɾ θaɾ θaɾ

24.              near نزدیک nəzˈdi:kʰ qaˈɾiːb qaˈɾiːb qaˈɾiːb qʰaˈɾiːb

25.              right side راست ɾɔstʰ ɾɔst ɾɔst ɾɔst ɾɔst

26.              left side چپ tʃapʰ tʃapʰ tʃapʰ tʃapʰ tʃapʰ

27.              down/ below پایٔن pʰɔˈin tʰaˈɡɔf tʰaˈɡɔf tʰaˈɡɔf tʰaˈɡɔf

28.              up/ above باال bɔˈlɔ pʰəˈtʰiːɾ bəˈland tʰɔɾ pʰaˈtʰɔɾ

29.              come NP میآیه ˈmjɔja ˈjɔθda jeɾθt jeɾθ jiɾθ

30.              come P آمد ɔˈmad jatʰ jat jatʰ jatʰ

31. sit NP میشند ˈmɪʃɪna niθt neθt neθt neθtʰ

              sit P نشست ʃɪʃtʰ nust nɔst nɔst nɔst

32. stand NP
استاد

 میشود
əsˈtʰɔd ˈmeʃa wəˈɾuːft wəˈɾafst enˈdaʊt wəˈɾafst

           stand P استاد شد əsˈtʰɔd ʃʊd wəˈɾuːft wəˈɾuft enˈdaʊt wəˈɾuftʃ

33. lie down NP
دراز

 میکشد
daˈɾɔz 

ˈmekʰaʃad
daɾˈɔs xuˈtʰaʃ daˈɾɔst keɕt ɾɔst ˈtʃʊjɛ tʃeˈdamxɔ 

kʰeɕt

              lie down P
دراز

 کشید
daˈɾɔz 
kʰaˈʃid

daɾˈɔs xuˈtʰaʃ daˈɾɔst tʃu ˈɾɔstə tʃʊ tʃeˈdamxɔ 
tʃɔ

34. give NP میدهد ˈmetʰa muɾˈdakʰ da keɕt daxt siːzt

           give P داد dɔd muɾˈdakʰ tʃɔ da ˈtʃuje da tʃuˈjɛ da tʃukʰ

35. walk NP
قدم 

میزند

qʰaˈdam 
ˈmezana

ˈpʰøntʰim ˈpʰantezt nɔʑdᵊ ˈpʰantʰezt

             walk P قدم زد qʰaˈdam zad ˈpʰøntʰist ˈpʰantuɪt nɪʑdᵊ ˈpʰantʰuɪt

36. go NP میرود ˈmeɾa tʰiːm tʰezt tʰezdᵊ tʰezt

        go P رفت ɾaftʰ tʰuɪtʰ tʰuɪt tʰuɪdᵊ tʰuɪt

37 run NP میدود ˈmedawa ʒɔzd ʒɔzd ʒɔzdᵊ ʒɔzt

            run P دوید daˈwid ʒɔzd ʒɔzd ˈʒexde ˈʒextə

38. fly (bird) NP میپرد ˈmepʰaɾa ɾəˈwuχt paɾˈwɔz tʰaɪt zuˈbɔt zəˈbentʰ

  fly (bird) P پرید pʰaˈɾid ɾəˈwaχt paɾˈwɔz tʃu ˈzubɔdant zəˈbut

39. swim (fish) NP شنا میکند ʃəˈnɔ 
ˈmekʰʊna

ɕenɔˈwaɾe 
kʰeˈnɔm

ɕønɔwaˈɾaɪ 
kʰeɕt

ɕenɔwaˈɾaɪ 
kʰeɕt

ɕənɔwəˈɾaɪ 
kʰeɕt
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            swim (fish) P شنا کرد ʃəˈnɔ kʰad ɕenɔˈwaɾe 
tʃuːtʰ

ɕønɔwaˈɾaɪ 
tʃu

ɕenɔwaˈɾaɪ 
tʃu

ɕənɔwəˈɾaɪ 
ˈtʃuɡ

40. fall NP میفتد ˈmeftʰa weɕtʰ wɔɕt wɔɕt wɔɕtʰ

              fall P افتاد afˈtʰɔd weɕtʰum weɕt wɪɕt wɪɕtʰ

41. throw NP میندازد ˈmendɔza ˈpʰatʰəʊde ˈpʰatʰeʊt ˈpʰatʰitʰ ˈpʰatʰivtʰ

        throw P انداخت anˈdɔχtʰ ˈpʰatʰeʊdum ˈpʰatʰeʊtʰɛ ˈpʰatʰitʰan ˈaʊdeθt

42. flow NP
روان

 هست
ɾaˈwɔn as tʰiːstʰ tʰezd ɾaˈwɔn tʰezt

            flow P روان بود ɾaˈwɔn bud ɾaˈwøn sotʰ tʰaɪd ɾaˈwɔn vetʰ tʰait

43. pull NP
کش

 میکند
kʰaʃ 

ˈmekʰʊna
tʰoʒtʰ tʰaʒdᵊ tʰaʒdᵊ tʰalˈxu taʒt

        pull P کش کرد kʰaʃ kʰad ˈtʰiːʒde tʰeʒdə ˈtʰeʒde tʰalˈxu teʒt

44. push NP تله میکند tʰəˈla 
ˈmekʰʊna

balˈɾa kʰeɕt baɾ deðdᵊ baɾ ðəd teˈla kʰeɕt

            push P تله کرد tʰəˈla kʰad balˈɾa diθ ˈbaɾə ðudᵊ baɾ ˈðudə teˈla ˈtʃuɡe

45. wash NP میشیود ˈmeʃɔja zeˈnet zeˈnaɪtʰ zeˈnaitʰ zeˈnaitʰ

            wash P شست ʃʊʃtʰ zeˈnɔte zeˈnude zeˈnudə zeˈnudə

46. split NP
میده

 میکند
maɪˈda 

ˈmekʰʊna
wəˈɾiːɕt wəˈɾent wəˈɾentʰ wəˈɾent

            split P میده کرد maɪˈda kʰad wəˈɾuɕte wəˈɾuɕte wəˈɾuɕtə wəˈɾuɕtə

47. tie NP
گره  

میکوند

ɡəˈɾe 
ˈmekʰʊna

ɡəˈɾe kʰeɕt tʃəˈɾiχt kʰeɕt naʊtʰ ˈnaʊtʰɪa

              tie P گره  کرد ɡəˈɾe kʰad ɡəˈɾe tʃɔ tʃəˈɾiχə tʃu niʊtʰə ˈniʊtə

48. hit NP میزند ˈmezana ðiːt ðeðdᵊ ðɛtʰ ˈðɪətʰ waɪ

            hit P زد zad ˈθɔːde ˈðudə ðɛtʰə ˈðudə waɪ

49. cut NP میربد ˈmebaɾa ɕəˈtʃʊχte ˈjude kʰiptʰ kʰɪptʰ

        cut P برد bʊɾd ɕeˈtʃʊχte judᵊ ˈkʰivdə ˈkʰuvdə

50. rub NP میاملد ˈmemɔla mɔltʰ mɔltʰ mɔltʰ ˈmɔltaɪ

              rub P مالید mɔˈlid ˈmɔltʰe ˈmɔlte ˈmɔltə ˈmɔltə

51. dig NP بیل میزند bel ˈmezana bel ðiːd bil ðeðdᵊ bil ðud bɪl θeɾt

              dig P بیل زد bel zad bel ˈðɔde bil ðudᵊ bil ˈðudə bɪl θudə

52. squeeze NP
پچق

 میکوند
pʰəˈtʃʊqʰ 
ˈmekʰʊna

ʒaqtʰ quˈɾɔpʰ kʰeɕt ʒaqʰde ˈʒaqʰtədaɪ
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53..              squeeze P پچق کرد pʰəˈtʃʊqʰ 
kʰad

ˈʒaqte quˈɾɔpə tʃu ʒaqʰdəwaɪ ˈʒaqʰdədaɪ 
tʃuk

54. night شب ʃaʊ ɕap ɕab ɕabᵊ ɕab

55.              day روز ɾoz meːθ meːθ miːθ miːθ

56.              morning صبح sob saɾaˈkʰe saˈɾaɪ saˈɾaɪ saˈɾai

57.              noon چاشت tʃɔʃtʰ maˈθoɾ maˈðɔɾ maˈθɔɾ maˈθɔɾ

58.              evening شام ʃɔm ɕøm ɕɔm ɕɔm ɕɔm

59.              yesterday دیروز ˈdiɾoz bɪˈjoɾ bɪˈjɔ bɪˈjɔ bɪˈjɔ

60.              today امروز ˈemɾoz nɔɾ nuɾ nʊɾ nuɾ

61.              tomorrow فردا faɾˈdɔ ɕumˈne saˈɾaɪ saˈɾaɪ saˈɾaɪ

62.              week هفته afˈtʰa afˈtʰa afˈta afˈta afˈta

63.              month ماه mɔ mɔ mɔ mist mɪst

64.              year سال sɔl sɔl sɔl sɔl sɔl

65.              one یک jakʰ jiw iw iw iw

66.              two دو du ˈθiøn ðaʊ θaʊ θaʊ

67.              three سه se ˈaɾaɪ ˈaɾaɪ ˈaɾaɪ ˈaɾaɪ

68.              four چهار tʃɔɾ tsaˈvɔɾ ˈtsavuɾ ˈtsavuɾ ˈtsavuɾ

69.              five پنج pʰandʒ pints pints pints pints

70.              six شش ʃaʃ χɔʊɾ ˈxʊwə xɔʊ xəʊ

71.              seven هفت aftʰ wʊft uft uft uft

72.              eight هشت aʃtʰ waɕt waɕt waɕt waɕt

73.              nine نو no naʊ naʊ naʊ naʊ

74.              ten ده da ðis ðos ðɔs ðɔs

75.              eleven یازده jɔzˈda jɔzˈda jɔzˈda ɪðɔsatˈiw ɪðɔsatˈiw

76.              twelve دوازده dwɔzˈda dwɔzˈda dwɔzˈda ɪðɔsatˈθaʊ ɪðɔsatˈθaʊ

77.              twenty بیست bist bɪst bɪst ˈθaʊðɔs ˈθaʊðos

78.              hundred صد sad sad sat ˈðɔsðɔsakʰ ˈðosðosaikʰ

79.              all متام tʰaˈmɔm ˈfʊkʰaθ ˈfʊkaθ ˈfʊkʰaθ taˈjɔɾsutʰ

80.              many زیاد zjɔd lapʰ lapʰ lapʰ ɣɛkʰ

81.              few کمی ˈkʰamə kʰaːm dus dus dus

82.              big کالن kʰaˈlɔn ɣuˈla ɣuˈla ɣuˈla kʰaˈtʰa
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83.              small خورد χʊɾd tsuˈlekʰ buˈtsekʰ buˈtsutʃ bəˈtsikʰ

84.              long دراز daˈɾɔz daˈɾɔs dəˈɾɔs daˈɾɔs daˈɾɔs 

85.              short کوتاه kʰoˈtʰɔ kʰotʰ kʰotʰ kʰʊtʰ kʰʊtʰ

86.              wide فراخ faˈɾɔχ fɾɔχ fəˈɾɔx fəˈɾɔx kʰeˈɕɔtʰ

87.              narrow تنگ tʰaŋ tʰaŋɡ tʰaŋɡ tʰaŋɡ tʰaŋɡ

88.              thick دبل daˈbal daˈbal ɣafts ɣafs ɣafs

89.              thin نازک nɔˈzʊkʰ tʰanˈʊkʰ nɔˈzukʰ tʰaˈnutʃ nɔˈzukʰ

90.              sun آفتاب afˈtʰaʊ χiːɾ xɔɾ xɔɾ xɔɾ

91.              moon مهتاب mɔˈtʰaʊ mɛst mest mest mest

92.              star ستاره setʰɔˈɾa ɕəˈtʰɛɾts ɕɛtʰeɾs ɕtiɾts ɕeˈtuɾtʃ

93.              water آب aʊ ɕats ɕats ɕats ɕats

94.              rain باران bɔˈɾɔn ˈdenjɔdax bɔˈɾɔn ðaˈjan bɔˈɾɔn

95.              lightning املاسک almɔˈsakʰ ɔtəˈɕakʰ ˈɔtəɕakʰ tʰunˈduɾ veˈdebts

96.              rainbow
رنگین

 کامن
ɾaŋˈɡin 
kʰaˈmɔn

kʰaˈmøn 
ɾeˈstam

kʰaˈmɔn 
ɾeˈstam

zaˈmaɾ 
taʒˈudʒ

kʰaˈmɔn 
ɾeˈstam

97.              mud گل ɡel ʃaɾθkʰ ʃap ʃapʰ ʃapʰ

98.              stone سنگ saŋɡ ʒiːɾ ʒeɾ ʒeɾ ʒiːɾ

99.              sand ریگ ɾeɡ dʒaːɾ ɾeɡ ɾeɡ ɾeɡ

100.              earth زمین zeˈmin zems zemts zəˈmað zəˈmaɣð

101.              cloud ابر abɾ abɾ ˈabɾə abɾ abɾ 

102.              smoke دود dud θɔd ðud θɔd ðud

103.            fire آتش ɔˈtʰəʃ jɔts juts juts juts

104.            ash خاکسرت χɔkʰəsˈtʰaɾ θiːɾ aˈθeɾ aˈθeɾ aˈθiːɾ

105.            mountain کوه kʰo kʰo kʰu tʰaχ kʰu

106.            sky آسامن ɔsˈmɔn ɔsˈmøn ɔsˈmɔn ɔsˈmɔn ɔsˈmɔn

107.            fog غبار ɣaˈbɔɾ ɣuˈbɔɾ ɣuˈbɔɾ ɣuˈbɔɾ ɣuˈbɔɾ

108.            wind شامل ʃəˈmɔl ɕuːts ɕuts ɕuts ɕuts

109.            sea بحر ˈbahəɾ daɾˈjɔ bahɾ bahɾ qʰuːl

110.            lake چهیل tʃaˈhil qʰøl tʃɔɪ quːl tʃaˈhil

111.            river دریا daɾˈjɔ daɾˈjɔ daɾˈjɔ daɾˈjɔ daɾˈjɔ

112.            salt منک naˈmakʰ naˈmakʰ naˈmakʰ naˈmakʰ naˈmakʰ
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113.            ice یخ jaχ jaχ jaχ jaχ jax

114.            snow برف baɾf ʒeˈnedʒ ʒeˈnitʃ ʒəˈnɪdʒ ʒeˈnitʃ

115.            dust خاک χɔkʰ setʰ setʰ setʰ setʰ

116.            tree درخت daˈɾaχtʰ dəˈɾaxtʰ dəˈɾaxtʰ dəˈɾaxtʰ dəˈɾaxtʰ

117.            seed تخم ˈtʰʊχʊm tøɣm tʰʊɣm tʰuɣm tʰuɣm

118.            leaf برگ pʰaɾɡ pʰaɾkʰ pʰaɾkʰ pʰaɾkʰ pʰaɾkʰ

119.            root ریشه ɾiˈʃa wiˈɛʃ wɪˈɔʃ wɪˈɔʃ wɪˈɔʃ

120.            bark
پوست 

درخت

ˈpʰostʰə 
daˈɾaχtʰ

pʰøst pʰost daˈɾaxt pʰost pʰost

121.            thorn خار χɔɾ ʃuθ ʃuθ ʃuθ ʃuθ

122.            fruit میوه meˈwa meˈwa meˈwa meˈwa meˈwa

123.            flower گل ɡʊl ɡʊl ɡʊl ɡʊl ɡʊl

124.            grass سبزه sabˈza savˈza sabˈza sabˈza savˈza

125.            wheat گندم ɡanˈdʊm ʒenˈdam ʒənˈdam ʒenˈdam ʒenˈdam

126.            barley جو dʒaʊ tʃuʃtʃ ˈtʃɔʃtʃə ˈtʃɔʃtʃ ˈtʃɔʃtʃ

127.            rice برنج bəˈɾendʒ bəˈɾendʒ bəˈɾendʒ bəˈɾendʒ bəˈɾendʒ

128.            potato کچالو kʰatʃɔˈlu kʰaɾtʰuʃˈka kʰatʃɔˈlu kʰɔtuʃˈka kʰɔɾtuʃˈkʰa

129.            chilli مرچ mʊɾtʃ mʊɾtʃ muɾtʃ muɾtʃ muɾtʃ

130.            garlic سیر siɾ siɾ siɾ siɾ siɾ

131.            onion پیاز pʰjɔs pʰjɔs pʰjɔs pʰjɔs pʰjɔs

132.            fish ماهی mɔˈi mɔˈi mɔˈi mɔˈhɔɪ mɔˈhɔɪ

133.            bird پرنده pʰaɾənˈda pʰaɾenˈda pʰaɾenˈda veˈðetʃ pʰaɾenˈda

134.            dog سگ saɡ kʰotʰ kʰotʰ kʰot kʰotʰ

135.            snake مار mɔɾ dəˈvusk dəˈvaskʰ dəˈvask dəˈvask

136.            worm کرم kʰəɾm tʃəˈxɪɾtʃ tʃeɾm tʃeɾm tʃeɾm

137.            goat بز bʊz was was was was

138.            mosquito پشه pʰaˈʃa tivˈdakʰ tevt tevt θeʊˈnɛkʰ

139.            chicken مرغ mʊɾɣ tʃaɕ tʃaɕ tʃaɕ tʃaɕ

140.            spider عنکبوت ankʰaˈbutʰ tʰoɾtʰaˈnakʰ ˈmɔtsakʰ mɔˈtsakʰ tʰɔɾtʰaˈnekʰ

141.            cow گاو ɡaʊ ɕiːtʃ ʑaʊ ɕɔtʃ ʑɔʊ

142.            buffalo گاو میش ɡao meʃ ɡao meʃ xaɕ ɡaʊ ɡaʊ meʃ ɡao meʃ
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143.            ant مورچه muɾˈtʃa muɾˈtsakʰ muɾˈtsakʰ muɾˈtʃakʰ muɾˈtʃekʰ

144.            woman زن zan ɣeˈnekʰ ɣəˈnəkʰ ɣəˈnakʰ ɣaˈnekʰ

145.            man مرد maɾd tʃɔˈɾekʰ maɾdiˈna tʃəˈɾutʃ tʃɔˈɾukʰ

146.            person نفر naˈfaɾ ɔˈdam ɔˈdam ɔˈdam naˈfaɾ

147.            child/youth طفل tʰəfl tʰefˈlakʰ boˈtsekʰ xaɾˈvetʃ xaʊˈɾetʃ

148.            boy بچه baˈtʃa ɣeðaˈbots ɣaˈða ɣaˈða ɣaˈða

149.            girl دخرت dʊχˈtʰaɾ ɣats ɣats ɣats ɣats

150.            body بدن baˈdan tʰaˈna tʰaˈna tʰaˈna tʰaˈna

151.            skin پوست pʰostʰ pʰøstʰ pʰost pʰost pʰost

152.            flesh/meat گوشت ɡoʃtʰ ɡuɕt ɡoɕt ɡoɕt ɡoɕt

153.            blood خون χun xun xun xun xun

154.            bone استخوان ʊstʰʊˈχɔn setʰˈχøn setʰˈxɔn setʰˈxɔn setʰˈxɔn

155.            grease/fat دنبه dumˈba dumˈba dumˈba dunˈba dumˈba

156.            oil روغن ɾuˈɣan ɾuˈɣan ɾuˈɣan ɾuˈɣan ɾuˈɣan

157.            egg تخم ˈtʰʊχʊm taɾˈmuɾɣ taɾˈmuɾɣ taxˈmuɾx tʰaxˈmuɾx

158.            horn شاخ ʃɔχ χoɕ xeɕ xɔɕ ɕaʊ

159.            tail دومب dum ðum ðum ðum ðum

160.            feather پر pʰaɾ pʰaːɾ tʰiθ tʰeθ tʰif

161.            hair (on head) مو muɪ ɣuːndʒ ɣundʒ ɣundʒ ɣundʒ

162.            head رس sa:ɾ kʰaːl kʰɔl kʰaːl kʰɔl

163.            face روی ɾuɪ piːts pits pets pʰiːts

164.            ear گوش ɡoʃ ɣøɕ ɣaʊ ɣaʊ ɣɔʊ

165.            eye چشم ˈtʃəʃəm tsiːm tsam tsaːm tsaːm

166.            nose بینی biˈni nɛts nets nidz niːts

167.            mouth دهن dan ɣɛf ɣen ɣeːm ɣeːm

168.            tooth دندان danˈdɔn ðənˈdøn ðənˈdɔn ðenˈdɔn ðenˈdɔn

169.            tongue زبان zʊˈbɔn ɣɛf zev zev zuv

170.            foot پای pʰɔɪ pʰoθ puð pʰoð puθ

171.            knee زانو zɔˈnu zøːn zun zɔˈnu zun

172.            hand دست destʰ θost ðost θɔst ðɔst
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173.            palm
کف

 دست
ˈkʰafə destʰ bin kafe ðost bin ˈkafe ðɔst

174.            finger انگشت aŋˈɡʊʃtʰ aŋˈɡɪɕt eŋˈɡaɕt eŋˈɡaɕt iŋˈɡaɕt

175.            fingernail ناخن nɔˈχun nɔˈχun nɔˈxun nɔˈxen nɔˈxen

176.            belly شکم ʃəˈkʰam qʰitʃ qɔtʃ qɔtʃ qʰɔtʃ

177.            neck گردن ɡaɾˈdan makʰ makʰ maːtʃ maːkʰ

178.            heart قلب qʰalb soɾθ qalb zɔɾθ del

179.            liver جگر dʒəˈɡaɾ dʒɪˈɡaɾ dʒeˈɡaɾ dʒɪˈɡaɾ dʒeˈɡaɾ

180.            back پوشت pʰuʃtʰ daːm dam dam daːn

181.            leg لینگ leŋ liŋkʰ leŋ pʰoθ puθ

182.            arm دست destʰ θost ðɔst θɔst ðɔst

183.            elbow آرنج ɔˈɾɪndʒ wɪɕˈtʃɛɾn xeˈtʃiɾn ɕəˈtʃiɾn ɕiˈtʃiɾn

184.            wing بال bɔl ɾəˈwɔst pʰaɾ tʰɛθ tʰif

185.            fur پوست pʰostʰ θɔxs pʰost pʰost pʰost

186.            lip لب lab ʃant ʃaʊnt ʃandᵊ ʃaʊntʰ

187.            navel ناف nɔf nɔf neːf neːf neːf

188.            guts روده ɾoˈda daɾˈmun ɾoˈda ɾod ɾut

189.            saliva لعاب laˈɔb ɔbeˈdan ɔbeˈdan ɔbeˈdan ʃaf

190.            milk شیر ʃiɾ ɕuft ɕʊft ɕuft ɕuft

191.            thirsty تشنه tʰʊʃˈna tʰuɕˈna tʰuɕˈna tʰuɕˈna tʰuɕˈna

192.            hungry گشنه ɡʊʃˈna maʊˈzøntʃ maʊts maʊs maʊs

193.            drink NP میخورد ˈmeχoɾa bɾɛst bɾezdᵊ bɾezt bɾest

194.            drink P خورد χoɾd ˈbɾʊɕtə ˈbɾuɕde ˈbɾʊɕtə ˈbɾʊɕtə

195. eat NP میخورد ˈmeχoɾa xiɾt xeɾt xəɾt xeɾt

            eat P خورد χoɾd ˈxute ˈxuje ˈxujə ˈxujə

196. bite NP
چک

 میزند
tʃakʰ 

ˈmezana
ʒəˈɾuɕt danˈdɔn zəˈɾe danˈdɔn 

ɾəˈɾetʃ
denˈdɔn deɾt

            bite P چک زد tʃakʰ zad ʒəˈɾuɕte danˈdɔn zəˈɾe 
tʃu

danˈdɔn 
ɾəˈɾetʃujə

ɣeˈɣaʊtʰ

197. see NP میبند ˈmibɪna wint wunt tʃast wunt

            see P دید did ˈwinte ˈwunte tʃɔɕtə ˈwunte

198. hear NP میشنود ˈmeʃnaʊa ˈɕintə ɕent nəˈɾʊɪtʰ ɕent
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199.            hear P شنید ʃʊˈnid ˈɕude ˈɕude nəˈɾuɕtə ˈɕudə

200. know NP میفحمد ˈmefɔma famt famtʰ vəˈsʊntʰ famtʰ

    know P فحمید fɔˈmid ˈfamte ˈfamte vəˈsɪntʰə ˈfamtə

201. sleep NP
خواب

 میکوند
χaʊ 

ˈmekʰʊna
ɕɔfˈtsum ɕɔftst ɕɔfst ɕɔfst

    sleep P
خواب

 کرد
χaʊ kʰad ɕɔft ˈɕufte ɕuft ˈɕufdə

202. die NP میُمرد ˈmemʊɾa miɾt ˈmiɾta məɾt məɾt

            die P ُمرد mʊɾd mut muk ˈmutʃə mukʰ

203. think NP
فکر

 میکند
ˈfəkʰəɾ 

ˈmekʰʊna
ˈtʃɔɾtiθ ˈfekɾe kʰeɕt nəˈɾʊɪtʰ ˈfekɾe kʰeɕt

    think P فکر کرد ˈfəkʰəɾ kʰad ˈtʃɔɾtəθɔt ˈfekɾe tʃu nəˈɾuɕtə ˈfekɾe tʃɔ

204. smell NP
بوی

 میکند
buɪ 

ˈmekʰʊna
buɪ kʰeɕt buɪ kʰeɕt buɪ kʰeɕt buɪ kʰeɕt

.            smell P بوی کرد buɪ kʰad buɪ tʃɔ buɪ tʃu buɪ ˈtʃujə buɪ tʃɔ

205. vomit NP
استفراغ

 میکند
əstʰəˈfɾɔqʰ 
ˈmekʰʊna

saˈfɾɔ kʰeɕt safˈɾɔ kʰeɕt qaɪ ˈðudᵊ saˈfɾɔ kʰeɕt

            vomit P
استفراغ

 کرد
əstʰəˈfɾɔqʰ 

kʰad
saˈfɾɔ tʃu saˈfɾɔ tʃu qaɪ ˈtʃujə saˈfɾɔe tʃɔ

206. fear NP میرتسد ˈmetʰaɾsa ɕɔtʃ ðɛɾt ɕɔdʒ ðeɾt ˈɕɔtʃed ɕotʃ ðeɾt

    fear P ترسید tʰaɾˈsid ɕɔtʃ ðʊɪt ɕɔdʒ ðud ˈɕɔtʃeat ɕɔtʃ jatʰ

207. live/be alive NP
زنده

 هست
zenˈda s zenˈda jɔ zenˈda ja zenˈda jast zenˈda ast

            live/be alive P زنده بود zenˈda bud zenˈda vɔt zenˈda vet zenˈda vet zenˈda vətʰ

208. say/speak NP
گپ

 میزند
ɡapʰ 

ˈmezana
ɡap ðit ɡap ðeðdᵊ ɡap ðeθt ɡapʰ ðeɾt

            say/speak P گپ زد ɡapʰ zad ɡapə ðɔt ɡap ðudᵊ ɡap ˈðudə ˈɡape ðud

209. sing NP
بیت

 میخواند
baɪtʰ 

ˈmeχɔna
sɔz livt sɔz ləvdᵊ sɔz luvt sɔz luvt

    sing P
بیت

 خواند
baɪtʰ χɔnd sɔz løvt sɔz luvdə sɔz ˈluvdə sɔz pʰaiˈluvt

210. suck NP میچوشد ˈmetʃoʃa səˈpʰɔft seˈpʰaft seˈpʰaft seˈpʰaft

            suck P چوشید tʃoˈʃid səˈpʰiftə seˈpʰiftə seˈpʰeftə seˈpʰiftə
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211.
blow (w. 

mouth) NP
پف 

میکند

pʰuf 
ˈmekʰʊna

pʰuf kʰəɕtʰ pʰuft kʰəɕtʰ pʰuf ðet ˈpʰuftə kʰiɕt

            
blow (w. 
mouth) P

پف کرد pʰuf kʰad ˈpʰufə tʃɔ ˈpʰufte tʃu pʰuf ˈtʃue ˈpʰufə tʃukʰ

212. red رسخ sʊɾχ ɾʊʃt ɾɔʃt ɾɔʃt ɾɔʃt

213.            green سبز sabz savz savts savz savs

214.            yellow زرد zaɾd ziɾd ziɾd ziɾdᵊ ziɾd

215.            white سفید saˈfed saˈfet saˈfed saˈfet saˈfet

216.            black سیاه sjɔ tʰɛɾ tʰeɾ tʰiɾ tʰeɾ

217.            hot/warm گرم ɡaɾm kʰaʃ ɡaɾm ɡaɾm ɡaɾm

218.            cold رسد saɾd ʃto ʃtɔ ʃəˈtʰɔ ʃeˈtʰɔ

219.            full پر pʰʊɾ lap lapʰ lapʰ ɣakʰ

220.            new نو naʊ naʊ naʊ naʊ naʊ

221.            old کهنه kʰoˈna kʰøˈna kʰɔna kʰoˈna kʰoˈna

222.            round گرد ɡeɾd alaˈqʰa ɡeɾd ɡeɾd ɡeɾd

223.            dry خشک χʊʃkʰ qʰɔqʰ qʰɔqʰ qʰɔqʰ qʰɔqʰ

224.            wet تر tʰaɾ χestʰ xestʰ xestʰ xestʰ

225.            dark تاریک tʰɔˈɾikʰ tʰɔˈɾikʰ ɕaˈbaɪ ɕaˈbaɪ ɕaˈbaɪ

226.            heavy سنگین saŋˈɡin pʰuχˈtʰa wazˈmɪn wazˈmɪn wasˈmɪn

227.            light سبک saˈbukʰ səˈbukʰ saˈbukʰ saˈbukʰ saˈbukʰ

228.            dull خسته کن χastʰaˈkʰʊn qʰin qʰin qʰin ˈmotʰkɪɕt

229.            sharp تیز tʰez tʰes tʰis dʒaldᵊ tʰes

230.            good خوب χub baˈʃand baˈʃand baˈʃand baˈʃand

231.            bad بد bad ɔˈlakʰ ɔˈlakʰ zuˈbɔ biˈzib

232.            dirty چتل tʃaˈtʰal ɣaʒt ɣaʒd ɣaʒd ɣaʒd

233.            rotten خراب χaˈɾɔb wɪˈɾøn wəˈɾun biˈzib xaˈɾɔb

234.            smooth لشم laʃm ɕeɾn daɕt laʃm leʃm

235.            straight راست ɾɔstʰ ɾɔstʰ ɾɔstʰ ɾɔstʰ ɾɔstʰ

236.            correct درست dʊˈɾʊstʰ saˈɛ sɔs saˈɛ dʊˈɾʊst

237.            ripe پخته pʰʊχˈtʰa pʰɛχˈtʃɛn pʰɔxˈtʃin pʰuxˈtʃin pʰuxˈtʃin

238.            broken شکسته ʃəkʰəsˈtʰa vəɾuxˈtʃɛn vəɾuxˈtʃin vəɾuxˈtʃin vəɾuxˈtʃin

239.            whole کل kʰʊl ˈjøvɾexts ˈnɔvəɾuxtʃin nɔˈvɾext ˈnavəɾuxtʃ
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240.            same مثل ˈməsle mɔˈnent ˈmumtʃenɔʊ mɔˈnent ˈmesle

241.            different فرق faɾqʰ vinˈtɔʊ faɾq faɾqʰ faɾqʰ

242.            mother مادر mɔˈdaɾ naːn mɔ mɔdᵊ motʰ

243.            father پدر pʰaˈdaɾ tʰatʰ pʰɛ pʰetʰ pʰetʰ

244.            husband شوهر ʃaˈwaɾ tʃɔɾ tʃoɾ tʃuɾ tʃuɾ

245.            wife زن zan ɣen ɣan ɣan ɣan

246.            child طفل tʰəfl aʊˈlɔd boˈtsekʰ pʰuts aʊˈlɔd

247.            son بچه baˈtʃa ɣeˈða ɣaˈða pʰuts pʰuts

248.            daughter دخرت dʊχˈtʰaɾ mɔnd ɣats ɣats ɣats

249.            older brother
برادر

 کالن
bɾɔˈdaɾə 
kʰaˈlɔn

ɣuˈla vɾɔ ɣuˈla vɾɔ ɣuˈla vɾɔd ˈvɾɔde ɣuˈla

250.            younger brother
برادر

 خورد
bɾɔˈdaɾə 

χʊɾd
tsəˈlikʰ vəˈɾɔ buˈtsekʰ vɾɔ vɾɔ buts ˈvɾɔde 

beˈtsikʰ

251.            older sister
خواهر

 کالن
ˈχʊaɾə 
kʰaˈlɔn

ɣuˈla jaχ ɣuˈla jax ɣuˈla jax ɣuˈla jax

252.            younger sister
خواهر

 خورد
ˈχʊaɾə χʊɾd tsəˈlikʰ jaχ bəˈtsekʰ jax bəˈtsik jax bəˈtsikʰ jax

253.            rope ریسامن ɾesˈpʰɔn vaɕ bant vaɕ vaɕ

254.            village قریه qʰaɾˈja qʰəʃˈlɔqʰ qʰeʃˈlɔqʰ qʰeʃˈlɔqʰ qʰəʃˈlɔqʰ

255.            house خانه χɔˈna tʃitʰ tʃɔtʰ tʃɔt tʃutʰ

256.            roof بام bɔm dəˈʃiːd dəˈʃadᵊ deˈʃad deˈʃad

257.            door دروازه daɾwɔˈza dəˈvɛ duˈvɔ dəˈvɔ dəˈvɔ

258.            broom جاروب dʒɔˈɾu vəˈdiɾm vəˈdəɾm veˈdəɾm vəˈdeɾm

259.            hammer چکش tʃɔˈkʰʊʃ bɔləˈqʰa bɔləˈqʰa χaˈjask tʃaˈkʰuʃ

260.            knife چاقو tʃɔˈqʰu tʃɛt tʃɔˈqʰu ˈtʃiːɡə tʃekʰ

261.            axe کلند kʰoˈland tʃɔkʰ kʰəˈland tʃaˈqʰaʊ tʃaˈqʰaʊ

262.            thread تار tʰɔɾ pʰəˈdøts vɔɾɕ vɔɾʑ vɔɾɕ

263.            needle سوزن suˈzan səts sets sets sets

264.            cloth تکه tʰeˈkʰa kʰɔˈla kʰɔˈla kʰɔˈla tʰeˈkʰa

265.            gold طال tʰeˈlɔ tʰeˈlɔ tʰeˈlɔ tʰeˈlɔ tʰeˈlɔ

266.            ring انگشرت aŋɡʊʃˈtʰaɾ tʃeˈla tʃeˈla iŋɡaxtˈmuɪ tʃeˈla

267.            knot گری ɡəˈɾe ɡəˈɾe tʃəˈɾex tʃəˈɾix tʃəˈɾix
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268.            path/ road پیاده رو pjɔdaˈɾaʊ pjɔdaˈpʰønt pjɔdaˈpʰant pjɔdaˈɾaʊ pjɔdapanˈtitʰ

269.            name نام nɔm nøm nɔm nɔm nɔm

270.            other دیگر deˈɡaɾ mɔˈtɔ jeˈɡɛ deˈɡa dɪˈɡaɾ

271.            sew میدوزد ˈmedoza anˈtsiːvt enˈtsɛvt enˈtsevt enˈtsuvt

            sew دوخت doχtʰ anˈtsuvte enˈtsuvtɛ enˈtsevdə enˈtsuvdə

272. kill میکشد ˈmekʰʊʃa kʰoˈɕeɕ kʰeɕt kʰautʰ zent zentʰ

            kill کشت kʰʊʃtʰ ˈzide ˈkʰoɕte ˈzɔde ˈzɔdə

273. burn (wood) NP میسوزد mesoˈzad sɔz kʰeɕt ˈθejʊd θiʊtʰ vəˈɾezt

            burn (wood) P سوخت soχtʰ θɔtʰ zod ˈθiʊdə θot

274. freeze NP یخ میزند jaχ ˈmezana jax ðid jax kʰeɕt ʃeˈtʰɔ ðut ʃeˈtʰɔvaɪ ðeɾt

            freeze P یخ زد jaχ zad ˈjaxə ðɔd jax tʃu ʃeˈtʰɔ 
ðuˈdʒɪn

ʃeˈtʰɔvaɪ 
ˈðudə

275. swell NP می پندد ˈmepʰʊnda vaˈɾam kʰeɕt vəˈɾam kʰeɕt vəˈɾam kʰeɕt vəˈɾam tʃutʃ

            swell P پندید pʰʊnˈdid vaˈɾam tʃu vəˈɾam tʃu vəˈɾam tʃu vəˈɾam tʃɔ

276. blow (wind) NP
شامل

 میشود
ʃəˈmɔl 

ˈmeʃawa
ɕuts kʰeɕt ɕuts kʰeɕt ɕuts enˈdaʊt ɕuts enˈdezt

            blow (wind) P شامل شد ʃəˈmɔ ʃʊd ɕuts tʃɔ ɕuts tʃu ɕuts sut ɕuts sutʰ

Appendix B: ViLLAge eLder QuestionnAire

I. Interview Data ۱. معلومات مصاحبه
1. Researcher ۱. پژوهشگر
2. Date ۲. تاریخ
3. Location ۳. موقعیت
4. Language of Interview ۴.  لسان مصاحبه

II. Personal Data of Informant ۲. معلومات شخضی جواب دهنده
1. Name of Informant ۱. اسم
2. Gender of Informant . جنس 
3. Age ۳. سن
4. Place of Birth ۴. محل تولد
5. Residence (now, others) ۵. محل زندگی فعلی و قبالّ 
6. Mother Tongue  ۶. لسان مادری
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7. Father’s Mother Tongue ۷. زبان اصلی پدر
8. Mother’s Mother Tongue ۸. زبان اصلی مادر
9. Spouse’s Mother Tongue ۹. زبان اصلی شور/ زو
10. Education Level ۰۱. درجه تحصیل (چند سال)

11. Profession, where ۱۱. وظیفه (کجا)

12. Marital Status ۲۱. حالت مدنی

13. Children ۳۱. اوالد 

14. Number of people in the house ۴۱. منرب نفر در خانه

15. ID ۵۱. تذکره

III. Village Data ۳. معلومات قریه
1. How many houses are in the village? ۱. در این قریه چند خانه دارد؟
2. How many people do usually live in 

a house?
۲. در یک خانه چند نفر زندگی میکنند؟

3. How many people do live in the 
village?

۳. در این قریه چند نفر زندگی میکنند؟

4. What language do people speak here 
in your village?

۴. در این قریه مردم به کدام زبان گپ میزنند؟

5. What do your call your language? 
How do other people call your 
language?

۵. شام زبان شام چی مینامید ؟ مردم زبان شام را چی 
مینامند؟

6. Are there any people in your village 
who don’t speak Roshani? Who? 
Why? Does their number increase? 
Their children?

۶. در قریه شام کسی موجود است که با زبان روشانی 
میروند؟  شده  زیاد  آنها  چرا؟   است؟  کی  نزند؟   گپ 

اطفال شان چطور؟

7. In which other villages do people 
speak Roshani language? How many 
people speak your language in those 
villages? (All – many – some – few)

۷. دیگر در کدام قریه ها مردم به روشانی گپ میزنند؟ 
چند نفر از مردم آنجا به روشانی گپ میزنند؟ (کل – 

زیاد – متوسط – کم)

8. What languages do people speak in 
other nearby villages?

۸. در دیگر قریه ها نزدیک نزدیک مردم به کدام زبان 
ها گپ میزنند؟

9. What language do the elders in your 
community use with each other? With 
elders of other communities? With the 
people? In public speeches?

کدام  به  یکدیگر  همرای  شام  قریه  سفیدان  ریش   .۹
قریه های  ریش سفیدان  میزنند؟ ... همرای  زبان گپ 

دیگر؟...همرای مردم؟ ...برای مردم (در صوخان رانی؟

10. Which language(s) do you speak with 
government officials?

۰۱. با نفر های دولت به کدام زبان گپ میزنید؟
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IV School Data                                ۴. معلومات مکت
1. Where do children go to school? How 

many years? How often?
۱. اطفال کجا مکتب میروند؟ عموماً چند سال میروند؟  

هر روز میروند؟ در یک سال جند ماه میرون؟

2. Do girls attend school, too? How 
many years? How often?    

۲. دخرتان هم مکتب میروند؟ عموماً چند سال مروند؟  
هر روز مروند؟  در یک سال جند ماه میرون؟

3. How many children of your village 
go to school? (All – many – some – a 
few) 

۳. چند اطفال از این قریه مکتب میروند؟ (کلـ  زیاد – 
متوسطـ  کم)

4. How big is this school? Up to which 
grade does it go?

۴. این مکتب چند شاگرد دارد؟  و تا کدام صنف هست؟

5. What people do the teachers belong 
to? What is their mother tongue?

۵. معلامن از کدام مردم هستند؟ یعنی از کدام زبان؟

6. What is the language of instruction in 
the school?

۶. معلامن به کدام زبان درس میدهند؟

7. What do the children speak among 
each other during breaks? 

۷. در وقت تفریح اطفال به کدام زبان گپ میزنند؟

8. What do you think would it be good 
if children in school could learn 
reading and writing first in Roshani or 
Shughni and later in Dari?

۸. به نظر شام خوب میبود که شاگردان اول به روشانی 
به  پسانرت  و  میگرند  یاد  را  نوشنت  و  خواندن  شغنی  یا 

دری؟ یا اول به دری؟

9. Where do children go for further 
education?

برای  شاگردان  مکتب  این  از  شدن  فــارغ  از  بعد   .۹
تحصیالت عالی  کجا میروند؟

10. How many go for further education? ۰۱. به چی تعداد شاگردان برای تحصیالت عالی میروند؟

11. Do boys and girls go for further 
education?

عالی  تحصیالت  برای  دخرتها  یا  و  زیادتر  ها  بچه   .۱۱

میروند؟

12. How many of the adults are literate in 
your village? How many adults read 
books? (All – many – some – a few)

۲۱. به فکر شام، به چی تعداد از مردان و زنان در این 

قریه باسواد هستند؟ چی تعداد نفر کتاب را میخوانند؟ 

(کل ـ زیاد – متوسط ـ کم)

V Marriage Patterns                                                    ۵. عروسی
1. How many men in this village 

married to speakers of other 
languages? Which languages? Any 
Shughni women? 

۱. در این قریه چند مردان با زنی که به زبان تان گپ 
نه میزند عروسی کدن؟ دخرتان کدام زبان عروسی کدن؟ 

زنان شغنی چتور؟

2. What language do they speak with 
each other? With their children?

۲. آنها با یک دیگر به کدام زبان گپ میزنند؟ با اطقال 
شان؟
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3. Are women given into marriage to 
men from other languages? Which 
languages? Any Shughni men?

۳. در این قریه چند دخرتعروسی کردن عروسی کردن به 
قریه که رشانی نیست؟ مردان شغنی چتور؟

4. What language do they speak to each 
other? With their children?

۴. آنها با یک دیگر به کدام زبان گپ میزنند؟ با اطقال 
شان؟

VI Travel                                                                                 ۶. صفر
1. How many men went to other places 

for work or military service? Where? 
How long? What language do they 
use there?

۱. از قریه شام چند مردان برای کار یا اسکری به جا های 
آنجا  در  زبان ها  رفتند؟ کجا؟ چقدر وقت؟ کدام  دیگر 

استفاده میکنند؟

2. Where do people come from to visit 
here? How often? How long? For 
what occasions? What language do 
they use?

چقدر  مرتبه؟  چند  میآند؟  جا  این  به  کجا  از  مردم   .۲
وقت؟ برای چی؟ کدام زبان ها را بشرت استفاده میکنند؟

3. Where do people go when they are 
sick?

۳. مردم که مریض میشوند برای کمک کچا میروند؟

4. Where is the nearest hospital, clinic 
and pharmacy?

۴. شفا خانه، کلنیک و دواخانه نزدیکرتین کچا هست؟

5. How do they go? ۵. مردم که مریض هستند چطور آنجا میروند؟
6. How long does it take? ۶. چقدر وقت را میگرد؟

VII Basic Living Conditions                                                                                                 ۷. زندگی
1. What are the most common 

sicknesses that people suffer from?
۱. کدام مریضی را مردم زیادتر دارند؟

2. What do people produce themselves 
for their living?

۲. مردم برای خد اش چی زندگی پیدا میکنند؟

3. Where do people get things from they 
can’t produce themselves? 

۳. دیگر سودا که کار دارند مردم چطور پیدا میکنند؟

4. How do people make money? ۴. مردم چطور پیسه پیدا میکنند؟
5. What do people eat? ۵. مردم چی را میخورند؟
6. If there is electricity, where does it 

come from?
۶. اگر برق باشد، چطور پیدا میشود؟

7. Where does the water come from? ۷. آب چطور پیدا میشود؟
8. Are any organizations working here? 

Which ones?
۸. کدام دفرتها اینجا کار و خدمت میکنند؟

9. What kind of work are they doing? ۹. آنها چی خدمت میکنند؟
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Appendix C: soCioLinguistiC QuestionnAire

I. Interview Data ۱. معلومات مصاحبه
1. Researcher ۱. پژوهشگر
2. Date ۲. تاریخ
3. Location ۳. موقعیت
4. Language of Interview ۴.  لسان مصاحبه

II. Personal Data of Informant ۲. معلومات شخضی جواب دهنده
1. Name of Informant ۱. اسم
2. Gender of Informant ۲. جنس 
3. Age ۳. سن
4. Place of Birth ۴. محل تولد
5. Residence (now, others) ۵. محل زندگی فعلی و قبالّ 
6. Mother Tongue ۶. لسان مادری 
7. Father’s Mother Tongue ۷. لسان اصلی پدر
8. Mother’s Mother Tongue ۸.لسان اصلی مادر
9. Spouse’s Mother Tongue ۹. لسان اصلی شور/ زن
10. Education Level ۰۱. درجه تحصیل (چند سال)

11. Profession, where ۱۱. وظیفه (کجا)

12. Marital Status ۲۱. حالت مدنی

13. Children ۳۱. اوالد 

14. Number of people in the house ۴۱. منرب نفر در خانه

15. ID ۵۱. تذکره

III. Language Area                                                                       ۳. لسان و منطقه
1. Where do people speak your 

language? 
۱. مردم کجا به زبان شام گپ میزنند؟

2. Where do people speak Roshani 
differently from you? 

۲.  مردم کجا با فرق زبان شام گپ میزنند؟

3. If there is a difference: Do you always 
understand it well? Where do people 
speak Roshani most sweet/ beautiful? 
Least sweet/ beautiful? 

۳. آنها را همیشه خوب میفهمید؟ مردم در کجا به زبان 
روشانی خوب و رشین گپ میزنند؟ و در کجا خراب یا 

بد گپ میزنند؟

4. Which other languages do you speak? ۴. دیگر کدام زبان را بلد استید؟
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5. Where did you learn those languages? ۵. از کجا این زبان ها را یاد گرفتید؟
6. Which language is easiest for you? ۶. کدام زبان  آسانرت است برای شام؟
7. Which language would you like to 

speak better?
۷. کدام زبان را خوش دارید که بهرت گپ بزنید؟

IV. Language and Family                                                             ۴. لسان و فامیل
1. What language do you speak with 

your parents? With your spouse? With 
your siblings? With your children? 
With relatives visiting from other 
places?

میزنید؟  گپ  تان  مادر  و  پدر  همرای  زبان  کدام  ۱. به 
همرای زنتان – شوهرتان؟ همرای خواهر و برادرتان؟ 

همرای اوالدایتان؟ همرای قوم و خوش که به دیدنتان 

میآند؟  

2. Does anybody speak other languages 
except your mother tongue in your 
home? Who? With Whom? Why?

۲. در خانه شام کسی است بغیر از زبان اصلی کدام زبان 
دیگر را گپ میزند؟ کی؟ با کی؟ چرا؟

3. How would you feel if your children 
spoke in Dari at home among 
themselves? Why?

۳. اگر اطفال شام در خانه همرای یک دگر به دری گپ 
میزدند برای شام چطور میبود؟ چرا؟

4. Do children sometimes mix Dari and 
Roshani? 

۴. اطفال کدام وقت زبان دری و روشانی گت میکنند؟

5. When your children grow up, what 
language will they use the most? 
Why? Are you happy with that?

۵. وقت که اطفال تان کالن میشوند زیادتر به کدام زبان 
گپ میزنند؟ چرا؟ خوش هستید؟

6. When your grand children grow up, 
what language will they use the most? 
Why? Are you happy with that?

۶. وقت که نواسه های تان کالن میشوند زیادتر به کدام 
زبان گپ میزنند؟ چرا؟ خوش هستید؟

7. Are there any wives in your family 
who are not Roshani? If yes: With 
what language do husband and wife 
speak together? Their children?

نیست؟   روشانی  که  گرفته  زن  کسی  شام  فامیل  ۷. در 
آنها به کدام زبان گپ میزنند؟  اطفال شان چطور؟

8. Would you let your son marry 
someone who speaks only Shughni/ 
Wakhi/ Ishkashimi/ Dari/ Pashto?

۸. شام به پرس تان اجازه میدهید که زنی بگیرد که تنها 
زبان شغنی/ واخی/ اشکاشمی/ دری/ پشتو بلد باشد؟

9. Is a women from your family given 
for marriage outside Roshan? If yes: 
What language does she speak with 
her husband? Their children?

۹. در فامیل شام دخرت عروسی کرده  به قریه که روشانی 
میزند؟  زبان گپ  به کدام  اش  فامیل  به  نیست؟  هالی 

اطفال اش چطور؟

10. Would you let your daughter marry 
someone who speaks only Shughni/ 
Wakhi/ Ishkashimi/ Dari/ Pashto?

۰۱. شام به دخرت تان اجازه میدهید که به بچه عروسی 

کند که تنها زبان شغنی/ واخی/ اشکاشمی/ دری/ پشتو 

بلد باشد؟
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11. Which language do you use at Juma 
Namoz during prayer? After prayer 
for preaching?

۱۱. به کدام زبان در مناز جمعه دعا میکنید؟ بعد از مناز 

جمعه مال برای مردم به کدام زبان گپ میزند؟

V. Language, Travel and Trade                                     ۵. لسان، سفر  تجاری
1. Which languages do you speak at 

the bazaar/ with merchants who 
come to the village?

۱. به کدام زبان در بازار/  همرای تجار که به قریه میاند 
گپ میزنید؟

2. Where do you go to visit? How 
often? How long? For what 
occasions? What language do you 
use there? Shighnān?

۲. شام به کدام جا ها سفر میکنید؟ چند دفعه؟ چقدر 
استفاده  آنجا  در  ها  زبان  کدام  از  چی؟  برای  وقت؟ 

میکنید؟

3. Did you go to other places for work 
or military service? Where? How 
long? What language did you use 
there?

۳. شام برای کار یا اسکری به جا های دیگر رفتید؟ کجا؟ 
چقدر وقت؟ کدام زبان ها در آنجا استفاده میکدید؟

4. Do people come from other places 
to visit you? How often? How long? 
For what occasions? What language 
do they use? Shighnān?

۴. مردم از کجا به دیدان شام میایند؟ چند مرتبه؟ چقدر 
وقت؟ برای چی؟ کدام زبان ها را بشرت استفاده میکنند؟

5. Where does Roshani come from? 
Where was it spoken first?

۵. زبان روشانی از کجا آمده؟ اول در کجا رواج بود؟

6. Has ever anyone made fun of you 
because of your language? Who?

۶. کس رس شام خنده کرد از خاطر زبان شام؟ کی بود؟

VI. Language, Children and Education                   ۶. لسان، اطفال و تحصیل
1. Do your children go to school? 

Which grade? Those who don’t go – 
why don’t they go? boys - girls    

۱. اطفال شام مکتب میروند؟  کدام صنف؟ آنها که نه 
میروند – چرا نه میروند؟

2. When your children started school 
did they already know the language 
of instruction? 

۲. وقت که اطفال شام نو مکتب رفنت زبان که درس داده 
میشود، او را یاد گرفتند؟

3. Does the teacher help your children 
in Roshani in class?

۳. معلم اطفال شام را به زبان روشانی در صنف کمک 
میکند؟

4. Before starting school which 
language do/ did your children use 
among each other? 

۴. وقت که اطفال شام خورد استند/ میبودند و مکتب 
گپ  زبان  کدام  به  شان  خود  بین  میرفتند  میروند/  نه 

میزنند/ میزدند؟

5. At what age do your children 
understand Dari well? 

۵. اطفال شام چی وقت زبان دری را یاد گرفتند؟
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6. Would you prefer your children to 
learn reading and writing in Dari 
first, or in Shughni or in Roshani 
first and later in Dari? Why? 

۶. خوب  بود که اطفال خواندن و نوشنت را اول به زبان 
دری یاد بگرند ، یا اول به زبان شغنی یا روشانی و پسانرت 

به زبان دری ؟ چرا؟

VII. Literacy and Media                                                                 ۷. سواد آموزی
1. Do you like reading books? What 

kinds of books do you usually read? 
۱. شام خواندن کتاب را خوش دارید؟ عموما َ چی نوع 

کتاب میخوانید؟

2. Would you like books in your 
language? Why? What kind of books 
would you like: stories, poetry, songs, 
history, health education, other?

باشد؟ چرا؟ اگر  کتاب  زبان خود شام  به  ۲. میخواهید 
میخواهید چی نوع کتاب باشد داستان ها، شعر، خواندن 

ها یا آواز ها، تاریخ، دربارٔه صحت کدام یکی؟

3. Would you spend money to buy books 
in Roshani? 

۳. اگر کتاب به روشانی  میبود، شام  آن را میخرید؟

4. What would be the best Roshani 
dialect to produce literature in? Why?

۴. بهرتین لهجه روشانی برای ساخنت ادبیات کدام است؟ 
چرا؟

5. If there was a literacy class in 
Roshani, would you go?

۵. اگر اینجا  درس خواندن و نوشنت به روشانی میبود، 
شام رفته بودید؟

6. Would you spend money in order to 
learn reading and writing in Roshani?

۶. شام برای این درس پیسه میدادید؟

7. Do you listen to the radio? In what 
language? 

۷. شام رادیو را میشنوید؟ به کدام زبان؟

IX. Personal Importance                                                     ۸. قدر بررسی
1. How useful is Roshani for you in 
respect of –

۱. زبان روشانی تا چی اندازه برای تان فایده دارد؟

§	 getting jobs  
§	 higher education  
§	 communication with other 

communities 
§	 gaining respect in your 

community?

- برای کاریابی
- برای تحصیالت عالی
- ارتباط با دیگر مردم

- صاحب احرتام شدن دربین مردم خودتان

2. How useful is Shughni for you in 
respect of –

۲. زبان شغنی تا چی اندازه برای تان فایده دارد؟

§	 getting jobs  
§	 higher education  
§	 communication with other 

communities  
§	 gaining respect in your 

community?

- برای کاریابی
- برای تحصیالت عالی
- ارتباط با دیگر مردم

- صاحب احرتام شدن دربین مردم خودتان
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3. How useful is Dari for you in respect 
of –

۳. زبان دری تا چی اندازه برای تان فایده دارد؟

§	 getting jobs  
§	 higher education  
§	 communication with other 

communities  
§	 gaining respect in your 

community?

- برای کاریابی
- برای تحصیالت عالی
- ارتباط با دیگر مردم

- صاحب احرتام شدن دربین مردم خودتان

4. How important is the Roshani language 
to you?

۴. زبان روشانی برای شام تا چی اندازه مهم است؟

Appendix d: profiCienCy storying QuestionnAire

I. Interview Data

1. Researcher ۱. پژوهشگر
2. Date ۲. تاریخ
3. Location ۳. موقعیت
4. Language of Interview ۴.  لسان مصاحبه
II. Personal Data of Informant

1. Name of Informant ۱. اسم
2. Gender of Informant ۲. جنس 
3. Age ۳. سن
4. Place of Birth ۴. محل تولد
5. Residence (now, others) ۵. محل زندگی فعلی و قبالَ  
6. Mother Tongue ۶. لسان مادری 
7. Father’s Mother Tongue ۷. زبان اصلی پدر
8. Mother’s Mother Tongue ۸. زبان اصلی مادر
9. Spouse’s Mother Tongue ۹. زبان اصلی شور/ زو
10. Education Level ۰۱. درجه تحصیل (چند سال)

11. Profession, where ۱۱. وظیفه (کجا)

12. Marital Status ۲۱. حالت مدنی

13. Children ۳۱.  اوالد

14. Number of people in the house ۴۱. منرب نفر در خانه

15. ID ۵۱. تذکره
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III. Childhood Language Use

1.   Before you went to school, what lan-
guage did you speak with your parents?

۱. پیش از این که مکتب میرفتید، به کدام زبان همرای 
پدر و مادر گپ میزدید؟

2.    With whom did you first speak Dari? ۲. همرای کی اول به دری گپ میزدید؟
3.    By what age did you feel you could 
speak Dari quite well?

۳. چند ساله بودید که دری را خوب یاد گرفته بودید؟

4a.  In school, how did your friend’s Dari 
levels compare to yours?

یا  داشتید  یاد  دری  بیهرتین  شام  مکتب  در  الف)   .۴
دوستان تان؟

4b.  What was the cause of the difference? ۴. ب) چرا هامن طور میبود؟
4c.  How does your friend’s Dari levels 
compare to yours today?

یا  میتوانید  زده  گپ  دری  به  بهرت  شام  هالی  ت)   .۴
دوستان تان؟

4d.  What is the cause of the difference 
today?

۴. پ) چرا هامن طور هست؟

5a.  When you were in school, did you 
have any neighbour children who spoke 
mostly Dari at home?

۵. الف) وقت که شام مکتب میرفتید، شاگردانی بود که 
در خانه خود شان به دری گپ میزدند؟

5b.  Who were they? ۵. ب) کی بود؟
5c.  How often did you speak with them? ۵. ت)   چقدر وقت شام همرا اش گپ زدید؟

IV. Level of Proficiency
Level One/ Two
6a.  When was the last time you bought 
something from the bazaar/ a trader?

تجار  بازار/ از  از  سودا  که شام  گذشته  ۶. الف) دفعه 
خردید، چی وقت بود؟

6b.  What language did you use to buy 
things?

۶. ب) به کدام زبان خردید؟

6c.  Where was that?  ۶. ت) کجا بود؟
6d.  What did you buy?  ۶. پ) چی را خردید؟
6e.  Did you do most of the talking or 
someone else?

۶. ث) شام زیادتر همرای تجار گپ زدید یا دگر نفر؟

6f.  Was it difficult in anyway?   ۶. ج) مشکل بود؟
6g.  Do you know anyone would have 
problems using Dari in the same situation?

به دری مشکیل  اش  برای  که  را میشناسید  ۶. ح) کس 
میبود؟

7a.  Can you give the names of different 
animals and plants and say what they look 
like in Dari?

۷. الف) شام نام حیوانات و نباتاب را به دری یاد دارید 
و میتوانید  راجع به آنها گپ بزنید؟
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7b.  Do you know someone who cannot do 
this as well as you?

۷. ب) شام کس را میشناسید که این کار کمرت میتواند؟

7c. Do you know someone who can do 
this better than you? 

۷. ت) شام کس را میشناسید که این کار بهرت میتواند؟

8a.Have you ever had an experience 
when you spoke Dari with s.o. and it was 
difficult?   

۸. الف) کدام وقت بود که شام به دری همرای کس گپ 
زدید و برای شام مشکل بود؟

8b.  Why was it difficult?   ۸. ب) چرا مشکل بود؟
8c.  Whom were you talking with?   ۸. ت) همرای که گپ زدید؟
8d.  What were you talking about?  ۸. پ) راجع به چی گپ زدید؟
8e.  Would you have the same problems 
today?

۸. ث) امروز هم این مشکل هست؟

Level of Proficiency 
Level Two Plus/ Three
9.    If you forget a Dari word while talk-
ing, what do you do?

تان  یاد  از  دری  لغت  یک  و  میزنید  گپ  شام  ۹. وقت 
میرود، چی میکنید؟

10a. Have you ever been to the doctor 
(Dari-speaking)? 

۰۱. الف) شام پش  داکرت رفته بودید؟

10b. When was this?   ۰۱. ب) چی  وقت بود؟

10c. Who went with you?   ۰۱. ت) کی همرای شام رفت؟

10d. Were you able to explain everything 
you needed to (in Dari)?

۰۱. پ) شام تانستید هر چیز به دری بگوید؟

10e. What was difficult to explain?   ۰۱. ث) چی مشکل بود؟

10f. Do you know someone for whom this 
situation would have been more difficult?

مشکلرت  اش  برای  کی  میشناسید  را  کس  شام  ج)   .۰۱

میبود

10g. Do you know someone for whom this 
situation would have been easier?

آسانرت  اش  برای  کی  میشناسید  را  کس  شام  الف)   .۰۱

میبود

11a. Have you ever had to argue with 
someone in Dari?

۱۱. ب) شام همرای کس به دری غاملغال کرده بودید؟

11b. What did you argue about? ۱۱. ت) غاملغال راجع به چی بود؟

11c. Was it difficult to use Dari for this? ۱۱. پ) مشکل بود به دری؟

11d. Do you know someone for whom this 
would have been more difficult?

مشکلرت  اش  برای  کی  میشناسید  را  کس  شام  ث)   .۱۱

میبود؟

11e. Do you know someone for whom this 
would have been less difficult?

آسانرت  اش  برای  کی  میشناسید  را  کس  شام  الف)   .۱۱

میبود؟
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12a. Have you ever translated for someone 
from Dari into Roshani?

۲۱. ب) شام برای دگر نفر ترجمه کرده بودید؟

12b. When was this?   ۲۱. ت) چی وقت بود؟

12c. For whom did you translate?   ۲۱. پ) برای کی ترجمه کردید؟

12d. What was the topic/situation?   ۲۱. ث) ترجمه  راجع به  چی بود؟

12e. Was it difficult in anyway?   ۲۱. ج) مشکل بود؟

12f. Do you know someone for whom this 
kind of situation would be more difficult?

مشکلرت  اش  برای  کی  میشناسید  را  کس  شام  ح)   .۲۱

میبود؟

12g. Do you know someone for whom this 
situation would be less difficult?

آسانرت  اش  بــرای  کی  میشناسید  را  کس  شام  چ)   .۲۱

میبود؟

13a. Are their certain topics which are 
easier for you to speak about it Dari than 
others?

۳۱. الف) کدام مضمون ها برای شام آسانرت هست که 

به دری راجع به آن گپ بزنید از دگر مضمون؟

13b. Which ones? ۳۱. ب) کدام اش آسانرت هست؟

13c. Why are they easier?   ۳۱. ت) چرا اسان تر هست؟

14a. Have you ever told a joke in Dari? ۴۱. الف) شام کدام دفعه به دری مزاق کردید؟

14b. When?   ۴۱. ب) چی وقت؟

14c. Who was there?   ۴۱. ت) کی گوش گرفت؟

14d. Was it hard (in Dari)?   ۴۱. پ) مشکل بود به دری؟

14e. Why was it hard?   ۴۱. ث) چرا مشکل بود؟

14f. Do you know someone for whom this 
would have been easier? 

آسانرت  اش  بــرای  کی  میشناسید  را  کس  شام  خ)   .۴۱

میبود؟

14g. Do you know someone for whom this 
would have been harder?

مشکلرت  اش  برای  کی  میشناسید  را  کس  شام  ح)   .۴۱

میبود؟

15a. Have you ever talked about politics 
with someone in Dari?

سیاست  به  راجع  دری  به  کس  همرای  ۵۱. الف) شام 

گپ زدید؟

15b. When was the last time you did?   ۵۱. ب) دفعه گذشته چی وقت بود؟

15c. With whom were you talking?  ۵۱. ت) همرای کی گپ زدید؟

15d. What was difficult about this 
experience?   

۵۱. پ) مشکالت چی  بود؟

15e. Do you know s.o. who would have 
more difficulties than you in the same situ-
ation?

مشکالت  زیادتر  کی  میشناسید  را  کس  شام  ث)   .۵۱

داشته باشد؟
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15f. Do you know s.o. who would have 
less difficulty than you in the same 
situation?

ها  مشکالت  کمرت  کی  میشناسید  را  کس  شام  ج)   .۵۱

داشته باشد؟

Level of Proficiency 
Level Three Plus/ Four
16a. Are you familiar with all the words of 
the Dari language?

۶۱. الف) شام کلی لغت ها به دری میفهمید؟

16b. Do you know someone who is not fa-
miliar with all the words of the Dari lan-
guage?

۶۱. ب) شام کس را میشناسید که کلی لغات ها را به 

دری نه میفهمید؟

16c. Do you know someone who is familiar 
with all the words of the Dari language?

۶۱. ت) شام کس را میشناسید کی کل لغات ها را به 

دری میفهمید؟

17a Are there certain people with whom 
you would find it hard to speak Dari?

۷۱. الف) کس هست که برای شام مشکل باشد که همرا 

اش به دری گپ بزنید؟

17b. Whom?  ۷۱. ب) کی هست؟

17c. Why would it be difficult to speak 
Dari with them?

۷۱. ت) چرا مشکل هست؟

17d. Do you know someone who wouldn’t 
have problems speaking Dari with them?

نه  مشکل  اش  برا  که  میشناسید  را  کس  شام  پ)   .۷۱

باشد؟

18a. Have you ever made a mistake speak-
ing Dari?

۸۱. الف) یک وقت به گپ زدن دری اشتبا کرده بودید؟

18b. Are you still making mistakes? ۸۱. ب) هنوز اشتبا میکنید؟

Level of Proficiency 
Level Four Plus/ Five
19.   Do you know more words in Roshani 
or more Dari words?

۹۱. شام زیاتر لغت ها را به دری یا به روشانی میفهمید؟

20a. Can you speak Dari like mother tongue 
Dari speakers?

۰۲. الف) شام میتوانید به دری گپ بزنید مثل نفر دری 

زبان؟

20b. Do you know someone (else) who 
can’t?

۰۲. ب) کس را میشناسید که نه میتواند گپ زدن مثل 

نفر دری زبان؟

21.  Is it easier to count quickly in your 
head in Dari or in Roshani?

۱۲. چی برای شام آسانرت هست – حساب کردن زودتر 

در فکر تان به روشانی یا به دری؟

22.  Is it s.times easier to think in Dari 
rather than Roshani or is it the other way 
around?

۲۲. چی برای شام آسانرت هست – فکر کردن به دری 

یا به روشانی؟

V. Community Proficiency
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23.   Are there children in this community 
who speak Dari very well?

بسیار  دری  به  که  هستند  اطفالی  قریه  این  در   .۳۲

بلدیت دارند؟

24.   Are there families in this community 
in which the parents speak Dari well but 
the children don’t speak it well?   

۴۲. در این قریه فامیل هستند که پدر و مادر دری را 

خوب یاد دارند، الکن اطفال نی؟

25. Are there families in the community in 
which the children speak Dari well but the 
parents don’t speak it well?

۵۲. در این قریه فامیل هستند که اطفال دری را خوب 

یاد دارند، الکن پدر و مادر نی؟

26.   In your opinion, why do some 
children speak Dari well and others don’t?

۶۲. به نظر شام چرا یگان اطفال خوب دری را یاد 

دارد، الکن دیگران شان نی؟

27.   Is the number of children who speak 
Dari well larger or smaller than 20 years 
ago?   

۷۲. بست سال پیشرت اطفال دری را خوب یاد میگرفتند 

یا حالی؟

28.   Do you expect your grandchildren will 
speak Dari as well as you do? What about 
Roshani?

۸۲. به نظر شام نواسه های شام مثل شام دری را خوب 

یاد دارند؟ روشانی چطور؟

Language Contact

1. Learned Dari How (چطور) ۱. یاد گرفنت دری را
2. Travel to Dari Speaking Area ۲. سفر به شهر دری زبان
3. Living in Dari Speaking Area ۳. زندگی به شهر دری زبان
4. Other Contact to Dari Speakers ۴. دیگرمتاس  همرای دری زبان

Appendix e: interAgenCy LAnguAge roundtABLe profiCienCy sCALe10

ILR Level 1 – Elementary proficiency
• able to satisfy routine travel needs and minimum courtesy requirements 
• can ask and answer questions on very familiar topics; within the scope of very limited 

language experience 
• can understand simple questions and statements, allowing for slowed speech, repeti-

tion or paraphrase 
• has a speaking vocabulary which is inadequate to express anything but the most el-

ementary needs; makes frequent errors in pronunciation and grammar, but can be un-
derstood by a native speaker used to dealing with foreigners attempting to speak the 
language 

• while topics which are ‘very familiar’ and elementary needs vary considerably from 
individual to individual, any person at this should be able to order a simple meal, ask 
for shelter or lodging, ask and give simple directions, make purchases, and tell time. 

10 taken from Grimes (1986)
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ILR Level 2 – Limited working proficiency
• able to satisfy routine social demands and limited work requirements 
• can handle with confidence, but not with facility, most social situations including in-

troductions and casual conversations about current events, as well as work, family, and 
autobiographical information 

• can handle limited work requirements, needing help in handling any complications or 
difficulties; can get the gist of most conversations on non-technical subjects (i.e. topics 
which require no specialized knowledge), and has a speaking vocabulary sufficient to 
respond simply with some circumlocutions 

• has an accent which, though often quite faulty, is intelligible 
• can usually handle elementary constructions quite accurately but does not have thor-

ough or confident control of the grammar. 

ILR Level 3 – Professional working proficiency
• able to speak the language with sufficient structural accuracy and vocabulary to par-

ticipate effectively in most formal and informal conversations on practical, social, and 
professional topics 

• can discuss particular interests and special fields of competence with reasonable ease 
• has comprehension which is quite complete for a normal rate of speech 
• has a general vocabulary which is broad enough that he or she rarely has to grope for 

a word 
• has an accent which may be obviously foreign; has a good control of grammar; and 

whose errors virtually never interfere with understanding and rarely disturb the native 
speaker. 

• 
ILR Level 4 – Full professional proficiency
• able to use the language fluently and accurately on all levels normally pertinent to 

professional needs 
• can understand and participate in any conversations within the range of own personal 

and professional experience with a high degree of fluency and precision of vocabulary 
• would rarely be taken for a native speaker, but can respond appropriately even in un-

familiar situations 
• makes only quite rare and unpatterned errors of pronunciation and grammar 
• can handle informal interpreting from and into the language. 
• 
ILR Level 5 – Native or bilingual proficiency
• has a speaking proficiency equivalent to that of an educated native speaker 
• has complete fluency in the language, such that speech on all levels is fully accepted 

by educated native speakers in all of its features, including breadth of vocabulary and 
idiom, colloquialisms, and pertinent cultural references. 

Appendix f: stories for rtt (With BreAks) And QuestionnAire 

A. RTT-Questionnaire
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I. Pre-Testing Data
1. Researcher ۱. پژوهشگر
2. Date ۲. تاریخ
3. Location ۳. موقعیت  
4. Language of Interview ۴. لسان مصاحبه
5. Name of Informant ۵. اسم جواب دهنده
6. Gender of Informant ۶. جنس جواب دهنده
7. Age ۷. سن
8. Place of Birth ۸. محل تولد
9. Residence (now, other)  ( ۹. محل زندگی میکردید (فعلی، قبالّ
10. Mother Tongue ۰۱. لسان مادری جواب دهنده

11. Fathers’ Mother Tongue ۱۱. لسان اصلی پدر

12. Mother’s Mother Tongue ۲۱. لسان اصلی مادر

13. Spouse’s Mother Tongue ۳۱. لسان اصلی شور/ زن

14. Education Level ۴۱. درجه تحصیل

15. Profession ۵۱. وظیفه

16. Marital Status ۶۱. حالت مدنی

17. Children ۷۱. اوالد

18. Number of people in the house ۸۱. منرب نفر در خانه

19. ID ۹۱. تذکره

20. Travel Patterns, general
(destination/ frequency/ duration/ 
language)

۰۲. سفر (به کخا، چند وقت، چقدر وقت، زبان)     

II. Post-Testing Questions

1. Where does the storyteller come 
from?

۱. نفر که قصه میگوید کجای هست؟

2. Was it good Shughni? ۲. لسان شغنی اش خوب بود؟
3. How much did you understand? ۳. چقدر فحمدید؟
4. How different is the language from 

yours?
۴. از زبان شام چقدر فرق دارد؟

5. Contact with the people from that 
area? 
(travel/ extended time/ living)

۵. نفر ها را از آنجا میشناسید؟    
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B. First Story: My Schooling
ˈdwɔzda sɔˈla amˈwədam mo ̍ tʰatʰ as bain tuit xu ˈbatam ˈdetai ˈsaɣiɣet. takˈɾiban waxt 

ˈsɔlʊm wos ˈdetʰe be saɾpaˈɾas vɔd.
I was 12 years old when my father died. I was left behind for 8 years. 
 Pause
bad as wem tʃi ʃɔn. ˈsotʰom daɾ makˈtab makˈtab ɕaiˈdom na vaɾˈdot. ˈdutamɾed jiˈɡøŋ 

ˈsenfe nowm ˈɕaɪ xu ˈdegam na vaɾmˈdos. ˈbepul na vaɾmˈdo makˈtab ˈɕɔjum. 
What happened: I could not go to school and I did not have money. I was left without 

provision. I had studied up to 9th grade. But then I could not go to school because I did 
not have money. 

 Pause
bad as dem tʃi ʃɔm. maɾdeˈkɔɣan ʃɔt. tʃɔpøˈnem ʃɔt. daɾxɔˈnem tʃɔ nawaɾmˈdo makˈtab 

ɕaiˈdɔ. du tamˈɾed iɡøn takˈɾiban waɕt ˈsɔlum bekɔˈɾa usˈɾed.
What happened: I worked as a shepherd, I worked as a farmer and I could not go to 

school. For 8 years I was left without work.
 Pause
bad az wem ðot pʰas daɾ makˈtab xɔ makˈtab ɕaiˈdɔm deˈɡam na vaɾˈdot ˈwɔjʊm pʰas 

kʰaɾviˈat dam daɾ makˈtab xɔ daɾ makˈtab am xuˈdɔ na ˈwaɾam ðɔt ɕaiˈdɔ. ɕaiˈdɔ am na 
waɾˈðot ˈbadam pʰas di ɕaiˈdɔ miseˈji tʃɔ.

Then I was sent back to school, but I was not able to study. I was sent back to school, 
but I could not study. I was not able to learn, so I gave up.

 Pause
ˈʃetʃum ̍ anɔ akˈbɔɾe tʰa ̍ kʰønem ̍ ɕɔjum kuɾs ̍ veɡa ̍ tʃeftam maˈlem kʰøn jas søɾˈxesem 

daɾ kuɾs ˈɕɔjum. jø daˈɾɔstʰa xub daɾs muɾˈded baˈʃand ɔˈdam jɔ. ˈeda kʰoˈʃeʃ kʰuˈnʊm daɾ 
ˈxesand daɾs jot kʊˈnʊm.

Now I am studying in a course with a teacher in the evening. He teachers me well 
and he is a good man. I wish to understand my lessons well.

 Pause
ˈdeɡa iŋliˈsi am ˈɕojam mes ˈnavaɾdot ˈweam mesejeˈtʃɔ. ˈfelant ˈkʰølan ʃukʰ maˈlem 

ɣesenˈtʰa tʃis ˈɕɔjum. ˈkuɾse daˈɾɪ ta ˈɕɔjum. (i ˈjaki ˈami but. [Dari])
I also studied English, but I could not learn it, so I gave up. Now I am studying with 

the teacher, here. And what do I study? I am studying a Dari course. (This was my first 
one.)

C. Second Story: My Wedding
aˈwalem sotʰ tʰaɾˈxɔ ˈχesoɾ tʃoɪ xu ˈxinəm kamaˈwin txɔ.
First, I went to my father-in-lawˈs house. I saw my wife a little bit.
 Pause
ˈbadem xɔˈna ɾəˈmɔt ˈwamin ˈwamin tʰaˈlab muɾt ˈwamin ˈθɔtemɔ ˈbadem jat aˈɾø. 

ˈbadem jat aˈɾø takˈɾiban jakʰ ˈsɔlum nusˈdaɾe ˈpʰasam ˈsotʰaɾam. ˈsote ˈmaɾam ˈwamum tʃɔ 
suɾ xeɾˈxɔ ˈbadem wam tʃɔ ˈsuɾxɔ ˈwujem taɾxɔˈtʃiwam. 

I sent my mother there and she asked for her; they agreed and she came back. I 
waited for about one year, then I went back there. I prepared a wedding for her; then I 
brought her to my house.

 Pause
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ˈbadan aˈzø hakiˈma tʃai hakiˈma ˈsøatʰat feɾeˈʃta atˈmaθem ˈsaɾmʊ suɾeˈat. ˈbade 
mʊˈsuɾ madeˈat ɣɔˈstø kʰoˈmakʰe mesmamuˈlap tʃɔ. aɾ tʃi daɾˈten ɾɔst vud muɾd. kʰoˈmakʰe 
mutʃˈlap ʃo masˈɾem. miˈstaɾ tʃøn em masˈlap kʰoˈmakʰ mud tʃud.

Hakima – who? Hakima and Fereshta came to my wedding. They came to my wed-
ding and they helped me a lot. They brought me many things. Their help was enormous. 
Mr. John helped me a lot, too.

 Pause
ˈbadem χuˈsuɣ tʰeɾ tʃeˈxɔ. ˈbadem bad aˈzet pønzˈda ɾoz ɡaɾ tʃis nos xɔ ˈdadem tʃi ʃud 

ˈdadem jat aˈɾø. ˈjatem aˈɾø xɔ ˈwɔjem daɾ no mɔ ɾøˈɾet. 
After the wedding I stayed in my house. And after 15 days I came back here. Then I 

came here and I stayed for 9 month.
 Pause
no mɔ ma ɾøˈɾet xɔ ˈvɔjem tʰui aɾxuˈʃi. ˈsɔtʰe ˈmaɾam da ˈpønzda ˈɾozem ˈwaxən 

xʊɾˈɕan ɣet xɔ ˈwɔum da ˈazəm tʰuit ˈtʃisam na famt tsaˈɾaŋɡa ɾaŋɡ ˈmatʃem maˈlum oɣ 
nesaˈta.

Then I went back to my house again. I went and stayed for 15 days with my wife. 
And then I left from there. Now, I have no way of knowing how things are.

 Pause
vɔ daɾ jak mɔ bad vɔˈtʰim aɾ xɔ ɕin xe savɔsaˈvum ˈaɾɔ muˈnams baʃˈɣɔ ˈsavʊm tʃɔst 

aɾˈxɔ mu vɾɔˈdaɾem esteˈfɔb baˈʃande muaˈdam da tʃiˈse. 
In one monthˈs time I will go back to my wife. My mother looks after her and my 

brothers are good to her. They look after her.
 Pause
ustadˈvɔ ˈsawo maˈvɔ xɔ ˈaɡa sɔt ˈsɔle tʰaˈva amaˈɾøvam. ˈwaɾa maˈɾøvam xəˈɡø 

uˈtʰɔkem tʃam xo ˈbadam no ɕaˈɾø. jeˈɡøn jak sɔl du søl søt kʰaɾø us ˈneθam bot ɕeˈɾøn 
kʰataˈɾø. 

I will go again and if it works out, I will bring her here next year. I will take a room 
and I will live there with her. It could be one year; it could be two years; then I will live 
with her here.

 Pause
ˈdeskʰam ʒi ʒøs ˈbojəd ˈkʰate xuɕem ˈkʰate ˈneθalʊm. ˈaɡa xuˈdɔe baɾɔˈbaɾe tsa kʰeɕt 

ˈeskʰata kʰeˈnɔm. ˈdutʰaje ʃɔn sat fiˈsat kʰetˈkʰoɾs xøt.
I would love to live here with my wife. If God allows it, I will do it like this. 100% it 

will be like this.
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